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N o t a t i o n s
The notations used in this dissertation are standard  and most of them  are defined 
before they are used. Some widely recognized notations used w ithout definitions are 
listed here:
I  always denotes the identity m atrix  w ith dimensions determ ined in context.
E{-}  is the expectation operator.
exp{-}  is the (m atrix) exponential function.
If A is a m atrix  or a vector, then  A T is its transpose and A* is its  conjugate 
transpose.
If :r is a complex number, then  Re(x)  and Im (x )  are, respectively, its real and 
im aginary parts.
R  is the set of real numbers.
TZHoo is the space of all p roper and real rational stable m atrix  transfer func­
tions.
If A is a square m atrix, then  trace(A)  is the trace of A.
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A b s t r a c t
A fundam ental question in feedback control design is how to achieve desired perfor­
m ance under system  uncertainties and external disturbances. The well-known L Q G  
an d  7-Co control design techniques are well suited for achieving some well-defined op­
tim a l transien t perform ance under certain  classes of stochastic external d isturbances 
such as w hite noise. However, these optim al control design techniques are h ighly 
m odel dependent and may be very sensitive to  param eter variations and  system  
uncerta in ties. The Hoo control theory, on th e  o the r hand, was developed precisely 
because of the desire to overcome these deficiencies. One potential shortfall of the  
ex isting  'Hoa control design m ethod is th a t it  is very hard  to  handle transien t p e r­
form ance naturally . Thus it  is desirable to develop a system atic design technique 
th a t  combines the good aspects of both  L Q G  (or 7i2) and H<x, design techniques. 
T h is is precisely the m otivation for the m ultiobjective design framework developed 
in  th is  dissertation.
M otivated by the development of a tim e dom ain game approach for 
contro l, th ree m ultiobjective design problem s rela ted  to filtering and contro l are 
fo rm ulated  on tim e dom ain in this dissertation. Based on a new constrained o p ti­
m ization  result proved in this dissertation and Ti.^ control design, the  m ultiobjective 
filtering problem  has been solved by an optim ally designed filter while the m ultiob­
jective  control problems have been solved by com bining an optim ally designed filter 
and  a  feedback gain. It is shown th a t all the results can be obtained by solving the 
corresponding set of coupled Riccati equations.
ix
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C h a p t e r  1 
I n t r o d u c t i o n
This chap ter gives a brief introduction to  and m otivation for the m ultiobjective 
op tim al control theory developed in this d issertation. Some previous work in the 
lite ra tu re  are reviewed and a  brief overview of th is dissertation is given a t the  end 
of the  chapter.
1 .1  M u l t i o b j e c t i v e  O p t i m a l  D e s i g n
It is p robably  fair to  say th a t the m ost im portan t objective of any control design 
is to  achieve certain  desired perform ance specifications in spite of external d istu r­
bances and  noises, system param eter variations, and variations of system  operating  
conditions. The desired perform ance specifications are usually measured in  term s 
of th e  behavior of the system ’s steady sta te  response and the behavior of the  sys­
tem ’s transien t response, respectively. For example, the requirements on the  steady 
sta te  error with respect to some desired tracking signals and the requirem ents on 
overshoot, rise tim e, and settling tim e w ith respect to  a step reference signal are 
typical steady s ta te  and transient performance specifications. Designing a controller 
to satisfy  these performance specifications for an exactly known linear system  is in 
general not very hard. Many optim al design m ethods can be used to achieve (at 
least approxim ately) the goal, for instance, some well-known m odern s ta te  space 
control techniques such as pole placement, LQG, and 'H-1 design methods. T he most 
notorious problem  associated w ith those design techniques is the lack of guaranteed 
robustness with respect to external disturbances and model uncertainties. T h a t is,
1
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the perform ance of these control laws may be very sensitive to  inevitable external 
disturbances and system  uncertainties.
I t is precisely the robustness consideration for which feedback control was orig­
inally developed. B u t merely feedback is, however, not sufficient to  guarantee the 
robustness of a  control system ju st as pole placem ent, LQG, and H 2  control laws 
are all feedback control laws. In fact, it is in general impossible to  design a  feedback 
control law th a t  will perform well in all aspects. For example, it is well known 
from classical control theory tha t, to have a  good tracking for signals w ith large 
bandw idth , one needs large bandw idth for the closed-loop transfer function; on the 
o ther hand, to  have a  good disturbance rejection to  m easurem ent noise (usually in 
a  high frequency range), one needs to roll off the high frequency response as much 
as possible; th a t is, one would prefer to have low bandw idth  for the closed-loop 
transfer function. These objectives clearly contradict each other. W hat a  judicially 
designed feedback can usually achieve is to  improve the system  perform ance in one 
aspect by sacrificing the system performance in another aspect. Thus a  feedback 
control design is a  process of making tradeoffs between conflicting objectives.
Two prom inent conflicting objectives in most feedback control designs are good 
transien t response and robustness w ith respect to  disturbances and system  uncer­
tainties. Usually a very robust control law tends to make the  system ’s transient 
response poor. On the other hand, a system  w ith an extrem ely good transient re­
sponse for a nom inal operation condition (or model) may be very sensitive to external 
d isturbances and param eter variations. This can be easily understood by consider­
ing, for exam ple, the manoeuvrability and the ability to handle the road roughness 
between driving a tank  and riding a bike. In this case a good control design should 
be a  com prom ise between good transient performance and robustness.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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It is generally agreed tha t an LQG or 7i2 criterion can be a good measure for 
transien t performance, while the optim al control design framework is developed 
prim arily  because of the robustness consideration. Thus it is natural to consider a 
design framework th a t can system atically make the design tradeoffs between these 
two design objectives. The development of th is multiobjective design framework is 
the  m ain topic of this dissertation.
1 .2  O v e r v i e w  o n  M u l t i o b j e c t i v e  F i l t e r i n g  a n d  
C o n t r o l
T he m ultiobjective control problem has received a lot of a tten tion  from the control
research com m unity in  the past decade [4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14, 17, 22, 26, 30, 32, 34,
33, 36, 44, 48]. Many different form ulations have been proposed in the literature 
(see also [40], though it is the 7f2/'Hoo approach has a b e tte r physical in terpretation 
and  clearer m otivation as discussed in  the last section, and  a ttrac ts  a  great number 
of researchers. It should be pointed out th a t th e  term  'Ho/'Hoo usually is assigned 
to  any m ultiobjective optim al design of which the  performance measures have bo th  
H 2 (LQG)  and  Hoo interpretations.
Some m ajor results about m ultiobjective control w ith an 'H2/'H00 in terpretation 
are discussed as follows.
• Fixed-order controller design by m inimizing an auxiliary cost functional [4, 
17, 18]: This formulation minimizes an upper bound on the 7i 2 norm of the
closed-loop transfer function subject to an  'H^  norm  constraint.
•  Convex optim ization using LM I [22, 14, 19, 11, 7, 5]: The advantage of the 
convex optim ization approach is th a t there exist effective and powerful algo­
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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rithm s for the solutions of these problems. However, it  is difficult to generalize 
this approach to  nonlinear system.
•  O ptim izing an entropy cost functional [29, 30, 15]: This approach designs 
a controller to minimize the  so-called closed-loop entropy which provides an 
upper bound of H 2 cost, while guarantee the "Hoo performance. It tu rn s out 
th a t this approach is equivalent to the approach of minimizing an auxiliary 
cost functional in [4] for th e  single external input case[29].
•  Power signal characterization[10, 48]: This approach can trea t systems w ith 
bo th  white noise and bounded power disturbances. The design objective is to 
minimize the power of the  o u tp u t error signal. I t is essentially a tim e dom ain 
approach and has a close relationship with the problem s considered in  the 
subsequent chapters.
•  Nash game approach [26, 34]: This approach uses the  Nash equilibrium s tra t­
egy as perform ance m easure to characterize the problem  w ith a very clear 
H 2/'Hqo in terpretation. I t is also possible to generalize this approach to  non­
linear system  [27]. A nother benefit we can get from  this approach is th a t it 
allows us to  define H 2 and  Hoo problems on finite tim e horizon, which, clearly, 
could not be done by frequency-dom ain approaches. However, only a  s ta te  
feedback problem  was solved in [26] and the o u tp u t feedback problem  turns 
out to  be very difficult [34].
A nother m ultiobjective optim ization topic is the so-called multiobjective filtering 
design problem. This problem  is interesting because it can either provide solutions 
for m ultiobjective optim al control as shown in this dissertation or for robust signal
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processing. One significant work was done by Khargonekar and R otea [23] using the 
frequency dom ain approach and K alm an filter structure.
M otivated by the bounded power approach, game approach and  th e  work in 
[23], th ree new m ultiobjective filtering and control problems, th a t is, m ultiobjective 
filtering, m ultiobjective ou tpu t feedback control and Hoo G aussian control, are for­
m ulated  in th is dissertation. It turns out  that, com paring with the existing ?^/% oo 
form ulations s ta ted  above, the form ulations in this dissertation have clearer m oti­
vation and  na tu ra l ^ 2 / ^ 0 0  in terpretations, and more im portan t, the  solutions to 
these problem s are given in simple and com putable forms.
1 .3  D i s s e r t a t i o n  O v e r v i e w
The purpose of th is dissertation is to  provide a  system atic, self-contained and, in 
m ost cases, rigorous presentation for the mixed 'H.2 / 'H00 filtering and  control the­
ory in tim e dom ain. T he dissertation is organized as follows: A fter Introduction, 
C hapter 2 provides some prelim inary results from signals, T ^ /^ o o  control theory 
and  proves a new constrained optim ization problem which is used th roughout the 
subsequent chapters. C hapters 3, 4, 5 are devoted to solve m ultiobjective optim al 
filtering, control problem s and G aussian control design. Finally, conclusions 
can be found in C hapter 6.
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C h a p t e r  2  
P r e l i m i n a r y  R e s u l t s
In this chapter, som e im portan t preliminary results are presented. Complete proofs 
for m ost of these results, though well-known, are still given bearing in m ind two pur­
poses: first, it  is th e  au tho r’s desire to  make th is d issertation self-contained; second, 
some new proofs for old results reflect new point of view on the problem  (e.g. ou tput 
feedback Hoo control), which provides the m otivation for the design results obtained 
in C hapters 3, 4, and  5. Some results in control theory (e.g. transition  m atrix  for a 
tim e-varying system ), which could be easily found in standard  textbooks, are used 
directly w ithout c ita tions and proofs.
In Section 2.1, we first introduce H and H 2 norm s of a  m atrix  transfer function, 
then we discuss th e  properties of bounded power signals and w hite noise signals. In 
Section 2.2, a new constrained optim ization problem  is solved and the results will 
be used throughout this dissertation. In Section 2.3, 7i 2(LQG)  control design is 
presented while, in  Section 2.4, Hoo control design is addressed.
2 .1  N o r m s  a n d  S i g n a l s
In this section, we shall give the definitions of Hoo and H 2 norm  of a m atrix  transfer 
function. These norm s will be used as perform ance measures for multiobjective 
filtering and control designs. There are two classes of stochastic signals which are 
of interests in th is dissertation for the development of m ultiobjective filtering and 
control design. T he first class is called the bounded power signal and the second is 
the well-known w hite noise signal. The basic definitions and properties of bounded
6
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power signals will be given in Section 2.1.2, while those of white noise signals are 
sum m arized in Section 2.1.3. We shall also present the relations betw een these 
signals and norm s of a  m atrix  transfer function. It should be pointed ou t th a t  a 
determ inistic version of bounded power signals can also be defined (see [48] and  [13]) 
and the  results obtained in this dissertation can, then, be derived correspondingly 
in a determ inistic framework.
2 .1 .1  Hoo a n d  H 2 N o r m s
A norm  is a real-valued functional || • || defined on some vector space X  (of signals 
or systems) if i t  satisfies the following properties:
1. IM| >  o,
2. ||m|| =  0 if and  only if x  =  0,
3. | | q :x || =  |<a|IMI, f°r any scalar a ,
4. Ip  +  y\\ <  INI +  IMI,
for any x  G X  and  y  G X .  A real-valued functional || • || is called a sem i-norm  on X  
if it satisfies properties 1, 3 and 4 bu t not necessarily 2.
Given a G(s)  G TVhioo w ith a  s ta te  space realization (A, B ,  C , D ), we denote





T h e  7-foo n o rm  o f a  s ta b le  G{s) is d e fin e d  as:
| | G ( s ) | | o o  :=  sup a{G(ju>)}
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w h e re  rr(.s) is th e  la rg e s t  s in g u la r  v a lu e  o f  G(s).
T h e  'Hi n o rm  o f a  s ta b le  G(s)  w i th  D  =  0 is defined  as
llG (s )ll2 =  ]J^  / _  trace[G*{ju)G(juj)}duj.
2 . 1 . 2  B o u n d e d  P o w e r  S i g n a l s
Given a real stochastic signal u: u = [ui(t) u 2(t) ■■■ um(t)]T E R m, where
Ui(t), i =  1, are real s ta tionary  random  processes, define the  m e a n  and
a u to c o r r e la t io n  m a tr ix  of u, if they exist, respectively, as follows:
We shall be interested in the set of signals u for which both R uu and SU11 exist. The 
so-called bounded power signal is defined as follows:
D e f in it io n  2.1 A vector stationary stochastic siynal u is said to have bounded 
power i f
1. both R nu and S nu exist.
E{ux{t )}
E {«} :=
The Fourier transform  of R, iu( t ) ,  if it exists, is as follows:
2 .
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Let. V  be the  space of all signals with bounded power. A seininorm can be defined 
on V:
 ̂J Q E { \ \ u \\2 } ( l f  = \Jtrace[Eun(Q)}, V« € V.IM
An im portan t p roperty  of bounded power signals is th a t  we can use them  to induce 
the Hcc norm  of a system . For a stable system  shown in Figure 2.1:
w
Figure 2.1: A Stable System Driven by A Bounded Power Signal
Let w  be a  bounded power signal, we have
where ‘.sup’ is taken over all bounded power signals w.
2 . 1 . 3  G a u s s i a n  W h i t e  N o i s e  S i g n a l s
Many sources of noise signals in engineering are norm ally modeled by the well-known 
Gaussian w hite  noise. M athem atically, a Gaussian w hite noise w0(t) is a stationary  
random  process th a t satisfies:
W l) E { w 0(t)}  =  0.
W2) £ { u ;0( 0 < ( r ) }  =  Q ( m t  -  r) ,
where is Dirac: ti function and Q(t)  is a positive definite m atrix. In this dis­
sertation, we shall assume, w ithout loss of generality, Q{t) =  I,  where /  is an 
identity m atrix , i.e., wo(t) is a zero mean stationary  process w ith an identity  power
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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spectrum . A more rigorous description of the white noise process can he found in 
standard  textbooks for stochastic processes (see, e.g., [41]).
W hite noise signals have a natura l relation with the 7i 2 norm  of a stable system 
as shown in Figure 2.2:
Indeed, let G  be a system  described by
x  =  A x  + B w 0, .t(0) =  0,
2  - C x,
then  the im pulse response of this system  is g(t) = C exp(A t)B .  By Parseval Theo­
rem , we have
where Q =  / 0°° exp(Ar t )C r Cexp(A t)d t  >  0 solves the following Lyapunov equation 
A t Q + Q A  + C r C =  0.
Now, since z(t)  = Jq Cexp[A(t  -  t ) \ B w {)( t ) ( I t , we have
w hite noise 
w 0 G
z
Figure 2.2: A Stable System  Driven by a W hite Noise
For this system , we have
| | G ( s ) l l 2 =  \ j j o trace[g*{t)g{t)]dt =  yjtrace(BTQ B ) 
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=  lim f  f  [  trace{BT e.xp(ATT)C1 Cexp(A.s)BE[w0(s)wg(T)}}dsdTdt
T—oo T  Jo Jo Jo
=  lim f  f  [  trace{BTexp (A Tr ) C TCexp(As)B5(s  — r)}ds  dr  d,t
T—>00 T  Jo Jo Jo
=  lim [  f  trace{BTe xp (A TT)CT C e x p (A r )B }d  
T—oo T  Jo Jo
=  f  tra,ce{BTexp(ATt ) C 1 Cexp(At)}Bd ,t  = trace{BTQ B }  — \\G(s)\\i.
Jo
An im portan t relation between stochastic signals is the so-called independence of 
signals which is defined as follows:
D e fin itio n  2 .2  Two vector stationary stochastic signals Wi(t) and w2(t) are said 
to be (mutually)  independent i f  fo r  any 11 >  0 and t 2 >  0
E { w i ( t i ) w 2 (t2)} = E { w l ( t l ) } E T{w2(t2)}.
2 .2  C o n s t r a i n e d  O p t i m i z a t i o n
A new constrained optim ization problem  is solved in this section. The results are 
used in the subsequent chapters to  prove results of multiobjective optim al filter­
ing and  control design. Proofs of bo th  sufficient and necessary conditions for the 
constrained optim ization are given.
Given .4 € R rix,\  B  €  R " xr, C  €  R pxr', D  € R ',xr and R  = D D r > 0, define, 
respectively, the following index functionals:
J i(L ( t) , P(t))  = trace ^  P ( t ) d t j  , T  > 0,
where L(t)  and P(t)  > 0 on [0,2"] w ith P (0) — 0 satisfies:
(.4 +  L ( t )C )P ( t )  + P( t ) (A  + L ( t )C )T + (B  + L ( t )D ) (B  + L( t )D )r  = P(t) ,  (2.1)
r  dt
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and
J 2(L, P ) =  trace(P),
where A  +  L C  is Hurwitz and L, P  >  0 satisfies:
(A  +  L C ) P  +  P { A  +  L C f  +  (B  +  L£>)(B +  L D ) T =  0. (2 .2)
The constrained optim ization problem is defined as:
P ro b lem  1: fin d in g  (L*(t), P»(£)) su ch  th a t J i (L(t ) ,  P( t))  is  m in im ized  a t
w h ere  (L ( t ) ,P { t ) )  and  (P *(t),P*(t)) are all su b jec t to  th e  co n stra in t (2 .1 ) . 
P ro b lem  2: fin d in g  (i* ,P * ), w here A  + L»C is H u rw itz , su ch  th a t  J 2(L,  P)  
is  m in im ized  a t  (L»,P»), i.e .
J2(L ,, -P*) =  m in trace(P),
L , P
w h ere (T ,P )  an d  (L»,P*) are a ll su b jec t to  th e  con stra in t (2 .2 ).
Since the values of are determ ined only by L(t)(L)  or P (t)(P ), for sim­
plicity, J i (L ( t ) ,  P ( t )) and J2(L ,P ) will be denoted by Ji (L(t ))  and  J2(L) hereafter.
The sufficient conditions for this optim ization problem  are proved in Section 
2.2.1, while the necessary conditions are presented in Section 2.2.2.
2 . 2 . 1  S u f f i c i e n t  C o n d i t i o n s
The sufficient conditions for the constrained optim ization problem  are sum m arized 
in the next two theorems, reflecting finite time horizon case and infinite tim e horizon 
case, respectively.
(L »(t),P*(i)), i.e .
Ji(L*(t) ,  P*(t)) =  m in trace
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T h e o re m  2.1 Consider  P r o b le m  1 defined in finite time horizon. I f  there is a 
solution P*(t) >  0 on  [0,T] with P*(0) =  0 to
(.A -  B D T R ~ 1C)P f i t )  + P.{ t)(A  -  B D TR - lC )T -  P*(t)CT R ~ l CP«(t)
+ B ( I  -  D TR ' l D ) B T =  P ,(i) ,
then J i ( L ( t )) achieves the m in im um  value at L*(t) =  — (P*(t)CT +  B D T) R ~ l
P r o o f .  Take A P ( t )  =  P ( t)  — P*(t). Then
A P{t)  = {A +  L C ) A P ( t )  + A P ( t ) ( A  +  L C f  +  (L  -  L *)R (L  -  L ,)T,
where L»(f) =  — (P»(f)C T +  B D T)R~1. Now, let <!>(£, 0) be the  transition  m atrix  of 
A  +  L(t)C.  Then
A P(t )  = [  <3>(f, s)(L(s )  -  L f i s ) )R (L (s )  -  L*(s))T$ T (t, s)ds > 0 
Jo
for any L ( t ) and A P ( t )  — 0 if L(t) -  L»(f). Therefore J (L ) -  J(L*) >  0 for any 
L(t)  which means th a t  J (L ( t ) )  achieves the minim um  value a t L f i t ) .  □
T h e o re m  2.2 Consider  P r o b le m  2 defined in infinite tim.e horizon case. I f  there 
is a stabilizing solution P* >  0 for
{A -  B D TR ~ i C ) P , +  P f i A  -  B D T R ~ lC )T -  P„CT R ~ lC P ,
+ B ( I  -  D TR ~ l D ) B r  =  0,
i.e., A  — B D TR.~lC  — P*CTR ~ lC  is stable, then J f iL )  achieves the m in im um  value 
at L* =  ~ ( P , C T + B D T)R~'
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P r o o f .  Since P„ is a stabilizing solution, so A  +  L*C  is Hurwitz, where Z» =  
— (P*Cr  +  B D T)R ~ l . Now for any L  for which A + L C  is stable, we have P  >  0 
solving
(A + L C ) P  + P ( A  +  L C ) t  + (B  + L D ){ B  +  L D ) t  =  0.
Now take A P  =  P  — P„. Then
(A +  L C ) A P  +  A P (A  +  L C ) t  + ( L -  L m) R ( L  -  L ,)T =  0.
By a s tan d ard  property of Lyapunov equation, we have A P  >  0 and  A P  =  0 if and 
only if L  =  L*. Hence J (L )  — J { L , )  >  0 for any L, which m eans th a t J ( L ) achieves 
the  m inim um  value a t L*. □
2 . 2 . 2  N e c e s s a r y  C o n d i t i o n s
T he following theorems provide the necessary conditions for finite tim e horizon and 
th e  infinite tim e horizon case.
T h e o re m  2 .3  Consider  P r o b le m  1 defined in finite t ime horizon. I f  there are 
L ( t ) and P ( t )  satisfying
(A + L ( t )C )P ( t )  + P ( t ) (A  + L { t ) C f  + {B +  L ( t ) D ) ( B  + L { t )D )T =  P(t ) ,
and L ( t ) is the argument that minimizes J\{L{t)),  then there is a solution P*{t) > 0 
on  [0,T] with P»(0) =  0 for
(A -  B D TR ~ l C)P* + P M  -  B D TR - lC ) r  -  P , C T R ~ lCP*
+ B ( I  -  D TR ~ l D ) B T =  P., 
and the min im um  value of J\{L{t)) is also achieved at L* =  —(P»C r  +  B D r ) R ~ l
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T h e o re m  2.4 Consider  P ro b le m  2 defined in infinite time horizon. Suppose 
('C , A ) is detectable. I f  there are L\ and Pi > 0, where A  + L i C  is Hurwitz and Pi 
solves
(.A +  LiC)P i  + P i (A  + L i C ) t  + {B + L i D )(B  +  h D ) r  =  0,
such that J 2 (L) is minimized at L\ ,  then there is a P* >  0 solving
(A  -  b d t r ~1c ) p : + p m  -  b d t r ~ 1c )t  -  p M r ~1c p ,
+ B { I  — D t  R ~ l D ) B t  =  0.
Moreover, an optimal L* can be obtained as L* =  — (P*CT +  B D T ) R ~ 1 i f  A  +  L*C 
is Hurwitz.
The proof will be given only for Theorem  2.4 since the proof of Theorem  2.3 is (a 
little  bit) easier and follows from th a t of Theorem 2.4 closely, as long as we drop 
the requirement th a t A  + L \ C  is Hurwitz.
Before proving Theorem  2.4, we need to  establish some prelim inary definitions 
and propositions.
F irst, two sets S l and Sp  are defined as follows:
D e f in it io n  2.2 Define S i  C R 71X?' as
S i  — {L : L e  R nx;\  .4 +  L C  is Hurwitz}
and Sp  C R 71*71 as
Sp  — {P  : P  = P T e  R 7lX7‘,
(.4 +  L C ) P  +  P ( A  4- L C ) r  + (B  +  L D ) ( B  +  L D ) 1 =  0, f o r  some L  e  S L}.
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Clearly, given A , B,  C,  and D , S l and  S P are not em pty since [C, A)  is detectable.
A direct conclusion from the  above definition is P  > 0, VP G 5?.
P ro p o s i t io n  2 .5  For any L  G S l , there is one and only one P  6  Sp solving 
{A + L C ) P  +  P (A  + L C f  +  {B +  L D ) ( B  + L D )T =  0. 
In addition, A  — (P C T +  B D T) R ~ 1C  is Hurwitz.
P r o o f .  For any L  G S l ,  it is obvious th a t there is a  P  >  0 solving 
{A +  L C ) P  +  P ( A  +  L C f  +  {B +  L D ) ( B  + L D f  =  0.
Hence P  G S P. Now let P i >  0 G S P also solve the  above equation, i.e.,
(A + L C ) P 1 + P M  + L C f  + {B + L D ) ( B  +  L D f  =  0.
Define A P  = P  — P\,  then
[A + L C ) A P  +  A P { A  +  L C f  =  0.
This gives A P  =  0 or P  =  P i.
Next, if A  — (P C r  + B D r ) R ~ 1C  is no t Hurwitz, then  it has (a t least) one 
eigenvalue A on the  closed right-half plane, thus P.e(A) >  0. Rewrite the Lyapunov 
equation
(A +  L C ) P  +  P ( A  +  L C f  + (B  + L D ) ( B  +  L D f  =  0
as
[A -  ( P C r  +  B D r )R.~]C]P  +  P[A  -  (P C T +  B D r ) R ~ lC f  + B ( I  -  D TR ~ lD ) B r  
+ P C r R - ' C P  + {L + (P C T + B D r ) R ~ l]R.[L +  (P C T +  B D r ) R ~ []r  =  0.
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Let x  be a  left eigenvector corresponding to A, i.e., x T [A — (P C T +  B D r )R ~ i C] =  
XxT , then:
x r [A -  (P C T +  B D T) R ~ lC ] P x  +  xt P[A  -  (P C T +  B D T) R ~ 1C]r x
+ x T P C TR ~ l C P x  +  x t B ( J  -  D t R ~ 1D ) B t x
+ x t {L +  (P C T + B D T ) R ~ l]R[L +  ( P C r  +  B D T) R - l]Tx  =  0 ,
or
2 R e ( \ ) x TP x  +  x T P C TR ~ l C P x  +  x T B ( I  -  D TR ~ l D ) B Tx  
+ x t [L +  (P C T + B D T) R ~ 1]R[L +  (P C T + B D T) R ~ l]r x = 0.
Since I  — D TR ~ 1D  > 0, we have:
C P x  =  0, ( /  -  D TR ~ 1D ) B Tx  =  0, [L +  ( P C T +  B D T) R ~ l\r x  =  0,
or x TL  =  —x T ( P C r  + B D r )R ~ l which implies:
x T ( A  + L C )  =  x t [A -  (P C T +  B D T)R ~ l C\ = \ x T,
i.e., A  +  L C  is no t Hurwitz, a  contradiction. Hence A  — (P C T +  B D T) R ~ lC  is 
H urw itz. 71
Let {Pi, i — 1,2, •••} be a sequence in R TlXn. Correspondingly, we define a 
sequence {L i: i =  2, 3 • • -} in R nxp w ith  L i+l =  - ( PiCT +  B D r ) R ~ x. The lim its 
of {Pi}  and  {L i}  are defined as follows:
D e f in i t io n  2 .3  P* and L* are said to be the limits of sequences {Pi} arid {L,} i f  
fo r  any x  € R n , 
x T P .x  =  lirn x 7 PjX, L„ =  —{ P , C r +  B D I ) R ~ i .
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I f  these limits exist, we denote
P* =  lim  Pi, L* =  lim L i + 1 = -  l im (PiCT +  B D T) R ~ l .1—>oc i—»oo i— * 0 0
I t is easy to  see th a t Li has a lim it if Pi does.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .6  A sequence {Pi} converges to some  P* i f  and only i f  the conver­
gence is entry-wise, that is, i f  p lkj and pkj* are entries o f  Pi and  P*, then
pkj* =  lim pL , At, j  =  1, 2, ■ • •, n.
2—*00 J
P r o o f . If the convergence is entry-wise, i.e.,
pkj* =  lim p\  -, k , j  =  1 , 2 , • • •, n,
2—*00 ^
then, for any x  6  R n, we have
lim x TPiX =  lim ' )Tplklx kx J =  V  lim plkjx kXj =  Y \ p kj*xkXj — x TP*x.i—*oo i— * 0 0  ,— 2—^00  ̂ ,—k,j k,j k,j
So
P* =  lim  Pi.
2—»00
Conversely, if Pi converges to P», i.e. Vx e  R "  
x TP ¥x  — lim x TPiX, Vx  <G R ",i—»oo
or
]T  Pj^ X jX,, - lim Y,P)<ix jX<i = Yi}}™Pj<ix 3x 'i-
j,q j,<i n ‘i
C om paring coefficients on both  sides and considering th a t x  is arbitrary , we obtain:
Pj<,* =  l im  p),PI—oOO J 1
th a t is, Pi converges to P, entry-wisely. □
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We are interested in a  pair of special sequences {P ,} and {£;}, which are gener­
ated  by the following procedures:
P ro c e d u re s :
1 . Choose L\  from S l ,
2 . Solve Pi , i  =  1, 2 , • • • , from:
(A  + LiC)Pi + Pi(A + L iC )r  + {B + L iD ) ( B  + U D ) T =  0,
3. Set L i+i = - { P i C T +  B D T) R ~ \  i = 1,2, - - -.
A direct consequence from this construction is, by Proposition 2.5, th a t A  + L ^C  
and  A  -I- Li+i C  =  A  — (PiCT + B D t ) R ~ 1C, i =  l , 2 , - - - ,  are all Hurwitz.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .7  Sequences P* and L{ generated by the above Procedures 1-3  always 
have limits P* and L*.
P r o o f .  We only need to prove th a t Pi has a lim it P*. Note th a t we have, for 
i = 1, 2 , ■ • • ,
{A + L i C ) P  + P  (A  + P C f  +  (B  + P D ) ( B  + P D ) r  =  0 , 
(A + L i+lC )P l+l + Pi+i(A +  L i+1C )T + {B + Li+iD ) ( B  +  L i+lD ) T =  0 .
Define A P  — Pi+i -  Pi and A L { = L i+i -  P ,  then
{A +  L i+lC ) A P t +  A P ( A  + L l+1C )T -  A p R A L j  = 0, 
which gives th a t A P?: < 0 . This means th a t for any x & R "
( ] < • • ■ <  X T P l + \ X  <  X 1  P i X  <  • • • <  x T P \ X .
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Hence lim  x TPiX exists andi—*00
lim  x TPiX =  lim Y p lkjx kXj = Y  lim Pkix k'x j  =  Pkj*'x kx j -  x r P*x,
I — * C O  2 — * OO 7 — ?  J  Z - + 0 0  J  “k,j k,j k,j
where pkj* =  lim , -_ >00 pj.7- and P , =  [p^ ,]. Therefore Pi has a lim it and so does L l 
w ith
L* =  lim Li+1 =  -  lim (P{CT +  B D r ) R ~ l = ~ (P *C T +  B D r )R ~ l .i—*00 i—*00
□
L e m m a  2 .1  For sequences Pi and Li generated by the Procedures 1-3, i f  P* and L* 
are the limit points of  these sequences, then P* >  0  solves,
(A +  L»C)P* +  P*(A +  L*C)r  +  (J3 +  L*£>)(P +  L ,P ) r  =  0 ,
where L „ =  - (P * C r  +  P£>r ) P - 1.
P r o o f .  Suppose P* and L* are the lim it points of sequences Pi and L,,  w ith 
L x € S L. Let p kj and pkj+ be entries of Pi and  P*. Let llmq and lmqm be entries of L { 
and L*. By Proposition 2.6, we have entry-wise convergence:
=  lim pL  k , j  — 1 , 2, ■ • ■, n.
I — ►OO J
and consequently, for any m, = 1 , • • •, n  and q =  1 , • ■ •, p,
L lq* =  Jim C ,(p[-p *■> j  =  1, 2, ■ • ■, n) - ll7nq( l i m p lkj, k, j  = 1 , 2 , ■ ■ •, /?,),
since ZJ is a continuous function of plkj , k , j  =  1 , 2 , • • ■, n.
Next, we define
P ( P ,  Lj) =  (A +  LiC)Pj  +  Pi (A +  L.C')7’ +  (P  +  L ,P )(P  +
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Obviously, F (p ,Z /;)  =  0, Vi =  1,2, - -- .  Let  ff.j, k , j  =  l , - - - , r a  be entries of 
F ( P i ,L i ), then they are continuous functions of all plkj and llmq. Therefore
fkj* =  .lim llmq) =  0 , k, j  =  1 , • • •, n.
This shows th a t F (P » ,P „) =  0 or
(A  -+- L*C)P* +  P*{A +  L*C')r  +  (P  -t- P ,Z ))(P  +  L *D)^  =  0,
where L» =  - (P * C T +  B D T) R ~ l . □
It is w orth pointing out th a t A  + L*C  m ay not be Hurwitz. Actually, its  eigenvalues 
are on th e  close left-half plane. The reason is as follows: recall th a t eigenvalues 
• • •, of A  +  L{C  are all on the open left-half plane, for i =  1, 2, • • •, and
clearly Xji, j  =  1 , • • •, n  are continuous functions of Z ^ , m  =  1 , • • •, n  q =  1 , ■ • • ,p.
If Ax*, * * -, A„* are eigenvalues of A -I- L„C, then
Re(X j t ) =  lim  Re[Xji(ll )\ =  Pe[Aj*( lim ll )\ > 0 , . 7 = 1 , - - - ,  n.
t—+00 1 X—>00 1
So A j* lie on the close left-half plane.
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem  2.4.
PROOF. If there is an Li G Sl and a  Pi G Sp such th a t
(A  + L xC)Pi  + P i (A  + L XC ) T +  ( B +  L XD ) ( B  + L lD ) T = 0 ,
and Jv(L)  achieves the minim um  value a t L \ , take L x as the in itia l value and generate 
the sequences Px and L; using the Procedures 1-3. Then the following claims can 
be m ade (see Proposition 2.7):
1 . 0  <  ••• < Pi+i < Pi < ••• <  P i,
2. { P h i =  1, 2, • • •, } and {Li, i =  1 , 2, • • •, } have lim it points P* and L* and
P . < Pi-
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Hence by Lem ma 2 .1 , P , and L» =  — (P»CT +  B D 7 ) R  1 solve
(A +  P*C )P , +  P ,(A  +  L*C)r  +  (P  +  L , D ) ( B  +  L*D)T =  0.
If A +  — A — (P*CT +  B D t ) R - ' C  is Hurwitz, then
J 2 (L*) =  trace{P*) <  trace{P\)  =  J 2 (P i) <
thus J 2 (L») =  J 2 (L i), i.e., J 2 (L) achieves the m inim um  value a t L» =  — (P*Cr  +  
P D T) P " 1
□
The next corollary tells when we have a stabilizing solution.
C o ro l la ry  2.1 Suppose (A, C ) is detectable and
A  — jui B
has full row rank for  all lj,
C  D
then A  +  L»C is stable, where L* =  — (P*CT +  B D r ) R ~ l and P* solves 
(A +  L*C)P* +  P ,(A  +  L*C)r  +  (P  +  L ,£>)(P  + L . D ) T =  0 .
2 . 3  H 2(LQG)  C o n t r o l
We shall revisit the s tandard  "H2 control in this section from a different point of 
view in term s of the optim ization problem  solved in the last section.
Consider a dynam ical system:
x  — A x  + B\W + B-i'u, :r(0) =  0, (2.3)
2  =  C \ X  +  Dyi'U, (2-4)
ij =  C 2.t +  D'2iW .  (2.5)
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We shall make the following standard  assumptions:
(A l) (A, B 2) is stabilizable and  (C2, A) is detectable, 
(A 2 ) Ri  :=  D ^ D \ 2 >  0, R 2 :=  D 2\ D ^  >  0 ,
(A3)
(A4)
A — j u l  B 2
C L d 12
A — j u l  B \  
C 2 D 2 1
has full column rank for all u ,
has full row rank for all u>.
Let Tzw denote the m atrix  transfer function from w  to  2 .
7i2 C o n tro l P ro b le m : find a control law u — K ( s ) y  th a t stabilizes the closed- 
loop system  and minimizes | | r ;tu||2, where
||TZ1U||2 = y ̂  J ^ t r a c e [ T * w( j u ) T zw(ju)]duj.
L Q G  C o n tro l  P ro b le m : Let w  be a Gaussian white noise signal w ith unit power 
spectrum : E {w ( t ) }  =  0, E { w ( t ) w r (T)} =  I 6 ( t - r ) .  An LQG  control problem  is to 
find a control law u = K { s ) y  th a t stabilizes the closed-loop system  and  minimizes 
(in infinite time horizon)
1 f rJ  =  lim m r - o o T
Define
A x :=  A -  B,R~x 1 D'{2C , , Ay : =  A -  B, R72 1 C2,
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P  :=  B , ( I  -  D'!n R . f l D 2l) B ^  Q :=  Cj{T  -  DvlR f l D lQ C , .
It is well-known th a t the  7i> and L Q G  problems are equivalent so we have the 
following theorem:
T h e o re m  2 .8  There exists an H 2 (LQ G ) controller in the fo rm  of
x  = A x  + B 2u +  L 2(C2x  — ;</), .t(0) =  0 ,
u =  F2x ,
where F2 =  —R f l (Dy,Ci + B'2 X-2), L 2 = - { B xD ' h + Y xC % ) R ^  and X 2 > 0, Y2 > 0  
are stabilizing solutions to
A ^ X 2 +  X 2A x — X 2B 2R,  1B 2 A. 2 +  Q =  0, 
A yY2 +  Y2A l  -  Y2c l r ; 1c 2y 2 + P  =  0 .






where z is the system response to wq. We will use this result in the proof of Theorem 
2.8. We shall also need the following lemma:
L e m m a  2.2 Consider the system described by equations (2.3) — (2.5) where w = wo 
is a white noise. Suppose the controller K(s)  =  B ( s l  — .4)- l C . Then we have
E { x ( t ) w l \ s ) }  = (eu B, + e l2B D 2l) / 2 , ,s < t or E { x ( t ) t^ (s ) }  =  0, s > t
where . 1  =
■
.4 B , C
and exp[A(l -  «)]
' C \2
BCL .4 <•■> j C 22
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PROOF. S ince K (s) =  B (s l  — .4) 'C , the closed -loop  sy stem  becom es
which gives E{x( t )vJo(s)}  =  (enjBi +  e u B D o i ) / 2 ,  for s < t; or E{x(t)'WQ (s)}  — 
for s > t.
C o ro lla ry  2.2 Consider the system:
x  — A x  +  B qWq 4~ B i iv +  Boit, x (0 ) - (), 
y  =  Cox +  D oqWq.
where wn is a white noise and w is a staiionary signal. Suppose w{) a.nd w t 
(mutually) independent and all notations are same as those in Lemma 2.2, then, 
have
x  =  .4 .7,' -+- B ujq. 
where x  =  [ x r  x t }r  and B  — [ q t  ( B D o\)t  ^ ' Hence
and
£ ( w„(S)xT(t) w„(.VxT(t) !r =  E y ) e x p { A ( t  -  r ) ] B » , ( T K ( S)iT }
=  [  exp\A( t  -  t ) ] BE{wo{ t )w' q  ( s ) } d r  =  [  e.xp[A(t  -  t ) ] B S ( t  -  s ) d r  
Jo Jo
E{x(t)wQ (.s)} — (e.u B 0 +  e\oBDoo)/2, s <  t or E{x(t .) iua (.s)} — 0 , .s >  t
Now we prove Theorem  2 .8 .
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PROOF. As we have pointed out, 7i2 minimization problem is equivalent to mini­
mize lim E  I — f ||z ||2d i l ,  where 2  is the system response to white noise w = w Q.
T—+ 0 0  [ T  Jo J
Hence, we can prove the  theorem  as follows: Let X 2 >  0 and  Y 2 >  0 be stabilizing
solutions to
A tx X 2 +  X 2A x -  X 2B 2R ^ l B r( X 2 + Q =  0 
AyY-i +  Y2A *  -  Y2C l R ^ C 2Y2 + P  =  0.
We can use the  first R iccati equation to get
& e r  |,z||2,i‘} = t^ e { ?  r <w|2+7txTX2x)dt\
=  lim e \ ^ =  [  (\\z(t)\\2 + 2xTX 2x)dt  
T —>00 [ T  Jo
(  1 T
=  lim E  < — /  (IICi2 ; +  D i 2u \\2 +  2x t X 2(Ax  + B \ w 0 + B 2u))dt
T — o o  J o
=  lim E  < ^  f  ((u — F2x ) t R \ (u  — F2x)  +  2xTX 2BiW0)dt 1 
r —00 [ T  Jo J
=  lim E  1 f  ((u — F'>x )t R i (u — F2x ) d t \
T  —*00 [ i  J o  J
+  lim  f  trace[2X2BxE{iuoxr }]dt 
T —>00 T  Jo
=  lim E \ l = [  ((« — F2x ) T R i (u  — F2x)d t  1 +  t r a c e ( B j X 2Bi) .
T->00 JO J
Clearly, if the  system  states are available, then H 2 control law would be u = F>x. 
If the sta tes are not available, we can design a standard observer-based controller:
x  — A x  -j- B 2u -f- L { C 2x  — y ) .  u, ~  F2x.
Defining e =  x  — x, we get
c =  (A +  L C 2)e +  (B\  +  LJD2i)'iVo ■— A^c. +  Bjywq, 11, — F2x  — —F2c..
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So we can solve e(t) =  /d cxp[AL(t -  t) \B[/ujo(t )<It  and
{ t  £  uz(m2dt\
=  lim E  1 ^  f  eTF j R \ F 2edt I -F t r a c e ( B j X 2B i )
T ->oo  ̂ i  JO J
=  +  t r a c e ( B f  X 2B\) ,
w here Y  =  / 0°° e x p ( A i t ) B LB j iexp(A-£t)dt satisfies:
(A +  L C 2) Y  +  T (A  +  L C 2)T ■+• (B \  +  L D 2i ) (B\  +  L D 2\) r  =  0.
Therefore,
(A +  XC'2) ( r  -  Y2) + ( Y -  Y2)(A  +  TC2)t  + { L -  L 2)R 2(L -  L 2)t  =  0, 
which shows th a t  HT^HI =  E l / tT  \\z{t)\\2dt}  is m inimized by L  =  L 2.
□
2 . 4  Hoc C o n t r o l  D e s i g n
In th is  section, some results from control design are given. O ur interest here is 
to  show th a t the ou tpu t feedback controller structures for 1-Loo and l i 2 design could 
have very sim ilar details though essentially they are different as pointed out in 
[16]. The significances of those similarities are th a t they provide clear m otivation, 
especially, for the research conducted in the m ultiobjective control design, which 
shall be addressed in detail in the subsequent chapters.
Consider the control system shown in Figure 2.3:
The system  equations are as follows:
x  =  A x  +  B \ w  +  B 2u , . t (0 )  =  0 , (2.G)
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w
Figure 2.3: Linear Control System w ith D isturbance w
z = C\X + D  i2u, 
y  =  C 2 X +  D 2 1 W,
(2.7)
(2 .8 )
where x  G R n, y  € R p, 2  e  R 91 and w  € R n is a disturbance signal. Let Tzw be 
th e  closed-loop m atrix  transfer function from w to  2 .
'Hoo C o n tro l  P ro b le m : find a  control law u =  K { s ) y  such th a t the closed-loop 
system  is stab le  and
IIT^Hoo <  7 , where  |(T’;:„ , | | 0 0  =  supd-{T2„,(ju;)}
U>
for some prespecified 7  >  0 .
2 . 4 . 1  S t a t e  F e e d b a c k  D e s i g n
For sta te  feedback design, the following assum ptions are made:
( Al )  (.4, JS2) is stabilizable,
(A2) R x :=  D r{2D l2 > 0 ,
(A3)
.4 — j u i l  B 2 
C, D n
has full column rank for all 1u.
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T h e o re m  2 .9  There exists a state feedback controller such that HT.^Hoo <  7  i f  and 
only i f  there is a stabilizing solution >  0  solving
A l X n  +  + X U B i B j h 2 -  B 2R f lB Z ) X 0O + Q =  0,
where A x := A  -  B 2R f l D j2Ci and Q  :=  C j { I  -  D V2R f l D j2)Ci.
I f  X qo exists, then the state feedback control can be taken as: u  =  F ^ x ,  where 
Foo =  —R f l {Dj2Ci- \ -B2 X ca), and the worst disturbance signal is w » =  ' j~2B ' [ X 00x.
2 . 4 . 2  O u t p u t  F e e d b a c k  D e s i g n
We shall make the  following s tandard  assum ptions:
(Al )  (A , B 2) is stabilizable and (C 2, A ) is detectable,
(A2) :=  Fl\2D\2 >  0, R 2 D 2\ D 2l >  0,
(A3)
(A4)
A  — j u l  B 2 
C i D \ 2
A — j u i l  Bi
has full colum n rank  for all ui,
has full row rank  for all u.
C 2 D 2\
For simplicity, the  following orthogonalities are assumed:
(A5) D j 2Ci =  0  and B i D 2l =  0 .
So A x =  .4 and  Q = C (  .
Clearly, s ta te  feedback design should have a solution if we want to  consider the 
output feedback design. Hence, there exists a  stabilizing solution A ^  >  0 for:
+  A'oo A +  X ^ B x B ' l ' h 2 -  B 2R f lBT2 ) X ^  + C'fCy =  0
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and Hoo s ta te  feedback gain becomes =  - R f ^ B f X o o .  It is well known th a t there 
may exist m any o u tp u t feedback controllers. However, as we have m entioned 
before, tracking the sim ilarities between Tioo and Ft2 controllers leads us to being 
especially interested in the existence of the follow special s truc tu re  of Ttoo o u tp u t 
feedback control u:
x  =  (A + 'y~2B 1B ' [ X 00)x + B 2u  +  L(C2x  -  y), f (0)  =  0,
u = FocX.
Initially, this controller looks very sim ilar to  an  TL2( L Q G ) controller if we trea t 
Foo as the  optim al L Q R  feedback gain, but a further observation could te ll the 
essential difference, th a t  is, we can no longer separate the  s ta te  estim ation  and 
feedback control. O n the  other hand , the term  oof can be thought as
the estim ation of the worst possible disturbance signal u/», hence, basically, this 
controller is constructed  based on the worst possible disturbance case and th a t  is 
the very reason to  cause the  big difference between this controller and an H 2{LQG)  
controller.
Now we s ta te  the following theorem:
T h eo rem  2 .10  Suppose the state feedback 'H(X> control design has a solution. That  
is, there is a stabilizing solution A’oo >  0  solving
A t X 00 +  XooA + X U B i B j / ^ 2 -  B 2R f lB j ) +  C f C ,  -  0 ,
then, there exists an output feedback T l ^  controller in the fo rm  of
x  =  ( /l  +  y  ~B[Bj^Aoo)x' +  B>u +  L(C2x — y), x (0 ) =  0,
U  =  F oof, Foo =  — R l YB .2 A'oo,
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i f  and only i f  there is a stabilizing solution I'oo >  0  solving
Yoo{A +  7 - 2 B lJB fX 0 0  +  LC,)  +  (.4 +  y - 2B 1B j X 00 +  L C 2)T Yoa 
+ 7  2Y00(B 1 +  L D 2i ){B\  +  L D ^ ^ Y o o  +  X 00B 2R l 1 B 2 Xoo =  0, 
where L  is chosen such that A  4- y~2B \ B f  X ^  +  L C 2 is stable.
PROOF. F irst, i t  is noted th a t ||Tzu,||oo < 7  is equivalent to
r  O O
0  < J ( u , w ) =  I  (7 2 |M | 2 -  ||z|| )dt, Va, w ^ O .
Jo
Next, by using th e  R iccati equation:
AtX 0O +  Xoo a  + X ^ B j / y 2 -  B . R ^ B ^ X ^  +  C j C 1 =  0, 
it  is easy to  com plete square for J(u,w):
f  OO
J ( u , w ) =  /  ( y 2\\w -  w*\\2 -  \\Du (u -  u„)\\2)dt,
Jo
where iD, =  7 _ 2 S f X 00x and ?2» =  - R f lB j X = F ^ x .  Clearly, for sta te  feedback, 
we have u  = i t, and  w = w* as the optimal solutions which proves a special case of 
Theorem  2.9.
Define r := w —y ~ 2B f  X ^ x  and v := D u [u ' ,-RflB f  X ^ x .  The system  equations 
are converted into:
x  = (A  +  y ~ 2B xB'[ Xoo)x + B {r + B 2u, ,x(0) =  0 ,
V = D \2[Ri 1 B'l XooX +  7/,] =  —DyxFooX +  Dy2U,
y — C , x  +  D 2 \W — C, x  +  D 2\T. 
and the perform ance index becomes:
r  O O
J { u , w ) =  /  ( y2\\r\\2 -  \\v\\2)dt,
Jo
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Now consider an observer-based controller for the above system and performance 
index:
x  -  (A  + 'y~2B<[B ' ( X 00)x  + B 2u + L(C2x  -  y), x(0) =  0,
IL — Fx)X ,
where L  is chosen such th a t A  +  ' y ^ B i B f + L C 2  is stable. Define e =  x  — x, 
the system  equations can be further simplified to
e =  (A +  'y~2B i B f X 00 +  L C 2 )e +  {B\ 4- L D 2 \ ) t ,  e(0) =  0,
v -  D u R i 1 B ' [ X ooe -  —D^Fooe.
Now if there is a stabilizing solution >  0 solving
Yoa(A 4- 'y~2B i B j X o o  4- L C 2 ) 4- (A 4- 7  2B \ B j X ^  +  L C 2 )T Yao
+ 7  2Yoo(B] + L D 2 \ ) { B \  + L D 2 \ ) T Yoo + X 0 0 B 2 R 1 1 B y  Xoq =  0, 
then using th is  equation, we can com plete square again for J{u,w) \
r  0 0  /'O O
J(u ,  w)  =  /  (7 2 lk | | 2 -  |M 2) *  =  /  7 2||r  -  7 - 2B[Y „ e \ \2dt.
Jo Jo
Hence J (u ,w )  > 0 ,  Vr #  ^ B ^ Y ^ e ,  or, HT-Jloo < 7 - Clearly, the worst d istur­
bance signal is r* =  7 - 2 .Z?fY'00e or w* =  7 “ 2 B'f' ( x  4- c) which is not achievable
in th is case.
O n the other hand, if the controller:
£ =  (A 4- j ~ 2 B\ B (  Xoo)x + B m  +  L(C 2x — y), :c(0) =  0,
11--- F 30 X
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guarantees the PL^ perform ance from w to z, or, equivalently, from r  to v of the 
system
e =  {A + 1 - 2B lB ' ( X 00 + L C 2)e + {Bx + L D 2l)r, e(0) =  0, 
v = D u R i 1 Bo X aae =  - D x 2F00e,
then  by the  Bounded-Real Lemma, there exists a stabilizing solution Y ^  for
Yco(A 4- 7~2B 1B f X OQ + L C 2) +  (.4 +  j - 2B 1B ' [ X 00 +  L C P f Y ^
+ 7 ~ 2Yoc( B 1 +  L D 2\){B\ + LD-ii^Yao  +  X oaB 2R 1 1B 2 X cx> =  0.
This concludes the proof. □
A lem m a from [26](see Lem m a 2 in [26]) is given as follows, which will be used 
in the  subsequent chapters.
L em m a  2 .3  Suppose
x  — A x  +  Bw,  :r(0 ) =  0, 
z =  C x
\
Then the
JoT II M \ 2(R
describes a linear operator R zw. Define ||i?s,u||oo,[o,r] — SUP 
following two statements are equivalent:
A |{Rzw | | o o ,[o ,t ] < 7, 0 <  Jor (72| H I 2 -  I M I ) ^  P  0
2. The Riccati equation
- P  = A r P  +  P A  +  7~2P B B T P  +  C TC
has a solution P{t) > 0 , P ( T )  =  0  with no finite escape time on  [0 , T],
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C h a p t e r  3
M u l t i o b j e c t i v e  O p t i m a l  F i l t e r i n g
T his chapter is dedicated to rnultiobjective optim al filtering design. The filter prob­
lem is form ulated in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, the results for finite time horizon 
are presented while the  results for infinite tim e horizon are given in Section 3.3.
3 . 1  P r o b l e m  F o r m u l a t i o n
Consider the following plant G:
x  =
2 =
A x  +  B qWq ■+■ B\W , '^(0) — 0;
C\x,
CqX,





where x £  R ri, y £ R p, 2  €  R ' ' 1 . z() £  R ''-, w € R r ‘ is a bounded power disturbance 
signal and wq € R r- is a  white noise signal with E { w 0(t)} =  0  and E { w 0(t)wQ (r )} =  
IS(t  — r) .  wo and w  are (m utually) independent. Let the filter be denoted as:
F : y -
where 2  and 2 0 are estim ates of 2  and 2 0.
34
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T he rnultiobjective optim al filtering problem  considered in this chapter is to find 
a  filter F  in tin; following given form:
x  =  A x  + L(Cox  — ij) = (A +  L C 2)x  — Ly,  .7(0) =  0 . (3.5)
£ =  C xx,  (3.6)
z0 =  C0x,  (3.7)
where L  is the filter gain, such th a t z and z0 are made as close to 2  and z0 as possible




Figure 3.1: M ultiobjective O ptim al Filtering
Let e = z — z and e0 =  z0 — z0. For optim ization purpose, two cost functionals 
are defined as:
■J\(F, w, Wo) = E  f  (7 2 ||w | | 2 -  -h(F, tu, wQ) =  E  [  ||e0||2^
./() J o
for finite time horizon, and 
J ;t( F , w , w 0) =  lim ^  f  E ( y 2\\w\\'2 -  \\c\\2)dt, J.t(F, w, w0) = lim ^  I  / i ||c ()| |2 d/.
/  • o o  I  J o  1 — 00 1 J o
for infinite time horizon.
Note th a t for the case of finite time horizon, the resulted F  is a time -varying 
filter and there is no stability  requirement imposed on it, while for the case of infinite 
tim e horizon the resulted F  is a time-invariant, filter and is indeed expected to be
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stable. So in the case of infinite tim e horizon, we have the transfer function F(s )  of 
the desired filter F  and we say th a t F  is admissible if F(s)  6
Hence the multiobjective optim al filtering problem discussed in this chapter can 
be defined as follows:
F ilte r in g  P ro b lem  1 (fin ite t im e  horizon):
F in d  a filter  F* in  th e  g iven  form  o f (3.5) — (3.7) and a w orst d istu rb a n ce  
s ig n a l w* under w h ite  no ise su ch  that:
Ji(F*,ty*/u;o) < J i (Ft , w , w 0), J2(F+,wm,w 0) < J 2(F,w*,w0)
h o ld  for a ll F  and all w.
F ilte r in g  P ro b lem  2 (in fin ite  t im e  horizon):
F in d  an a d m issib le  filter F» in  th e  given form  o f (3.5) — (3.7) and  a w orst  
d istu rb a n ce  signal w* under w h ite  noise such that:
3 . 2  M u l t i o b j e c t i v e  F i l t e r i n g  D e s i g n — F i n i t e  
T i m e  H o r i z o n
A design approach is presented in this section for F ilterin g  P ro b lem  1 form ulated 
in Section 3.1.
Note th a t by defining ex :=  x  — x,  the plant-filter system can be characterized 
by the  following equations called the Plant-Filtcr Equations (PFEs):
J 3 (F ,, w*, wq) <  Jo{F*, w, w 0), J,i(F„ w*,w 0) < Ji(F,  w 0)
h o ld  for a ll F  and all w.
(A +  LC2)cx +  (Bq +  LD2q)wo +  B\w, C;c(0) — 0, (3.8)
c (3.9)
C() — Co(‘x- (3.10)
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The filter design results are summarized in the following theorem:
T h e o re m  3.1 For the given plant G and given cost functionals J\ and J 2, there 
exist a filter F » and the worst disturbance signal w* under white noise such that
J i (F m,w*, w0) < J i (F * ,w ,w 0), J2(F*,w*,wo) <  J2(F ,w* ,w 0)
fo r  all F  and w, i f  there are Pi(t) > 0 and P2 (t) > 0 on [0, T] with P \ (T)  =  0 and 
P 2 (0) =  0 solving
(A  -  P2C2 Rf i1 C2 -  B o D l ^ C i f P t  +  P M  -  P2C 2 R f lC 2 -  B 0D l0R ^ C 2) 
+ 7 - 2P 1P 1P f P 1 +  C f C i  = - P M ,
(A  -  B 0D j0R o 1C2 + M 2B 1B { P l)P2 +  P2(A -  B 0D t2QR ^ C 2 + y~ 2B lB ' [ P l )T 
—P2C ( R q1C2P2 +  B f i l  -  DT1QR ~ l D 20) B l  =  M t ) .
Moreover, if  the above solutions exist, then a,n optimal filter P* can be obtained as:
x  = { A -  P2C2 R f lC,  -  B 0D 2QR qXC 2)x  +  (P 2C2t  +  B 0D ^ ) R ^ l y, 7(0) =  0 
z — C\ x 
Zq =  CqX
i.e., L* =  — (P2C2 +  B (jD.r20)Rf i1. and the worst disturbance signal under white noise 
is w* =  7 _ 2 P 1/ P\cx .
Furthermore, the optimal filter F„ and the worst, signal ’to' =  x ~ 2B (  P\ e':r achieve 
0 < J | (P ,, u;', 0) <  -J\ (P», w, 0 ) 
for  all w 7^ w't , where e'r satisfies: 
r'x = (A + L C 2)e'x +  B \ w
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P r o o f .  Suppose there exist solutions Pi(t) > 0 and P 2 W  > 0 on [0,T] with 
P\{T)  =  0 and P 2 (0 ) =  0 for the corresponding Riccati equations. Taking L* =  
— (P 2C'l  +  B 0DT0) R u \  we have
where w * =  y~ 2B j  P2ex. Note th a t Corollary 2.2 and the Riccati equation about P\ 
are used to  derive this result. It is easy to see tha t: Ji(F*,w*,w0) < Ji(F*,w,Wo)  
for all w.
Next, it is shown th a t J 2 does achieve the minimum value a t L*. For any L, 
substitu ting  w* into the PFEs, we get:
gx — (A + L C 2  + y 2B i B [ P \ ) e x + (Bo + L D 2 o)wq,
Co — Coex.
Now, let <h(t,0), $ (0 ,0 ) — I  be the transition m atrix  of A  +  LC 2  + y ~ 2 B\B'[' P\, 
then  e0  =  f (‘ G\)<b(t, s ) (P 0 -f L D 2o)wo(s)ds. Hence
J i ( F . , w ,  w0) = E  j  (y2\\w\\2 -  ||e ||2)dt = E  f  (7 2 |M | 2 -  ||e | | 2 -  Pi(t)ex )dt Jo Jo dt
= E  f  (7”ll'u;l|2 — lle l|2 — 2e^Pi(t)[(A  T  L^C2)ex +  (Bo +  L t D 2o)wo +  B 2w\Jo
-e^ .P i ( t ) ex)dt
= e [  j 2\\w  — w*\\2dt — [  trace{(B0 + L*D20)T P i ( t ) (B0 + L*D20)}dt,
0 Jo
■T
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=  trace u : Cq Co J  s)(Bo +  L D 2 q)(Bq +  L D 2 o)T$ T(t, s)ds dt 
T Y { t ) d t C l  | , 
where Y ( t ) =  / 04 <£>(£, s ) ( B 0 + L D 2o)(B0 +  L D 2o)T&r (t, s)ds satisfies: 
(A + L C 2 +  7 "2B l B j P 1) Y ( t ) +  Y( t ){A  +  L C 2 +  T 2B lB j P l)T 
+(-Bq +  L D 2o)(Bq +  LD2o)T =  Y{t).
This is the constrained optim ization problem solved in Chapter 2, thus, by Theorem
2 . 1  in C hapter 2 , J 2 achieves the minimum value a t L, =  - ( P 2C j  +  B qD ^ R o 1- 
Therefore, the filter F»:
x =  {A — P2 C 2  Rq lC2 — B 0D j0R 0 1C2)x +  {P2 C 2  + BoD20)R0 ly, 
z =  C\x,
Z0 =  CqX
and tn* =  7 ~2B f P i e x achieve:
Ji(F», 'in*, w0) < ./1 (F», u», -ic0), -F(F», w », u;0) < T,(F, w , , w 0).
It is easy to show tha t if there is 1 1 0  white noise, then w't =  7 ~2B[  P\c'.r and the 
filter F* achieve: 0  < J , (F», w», 0) <  J,(F*, where e'r satisfies:
e'x = (A + L C 2)c'x +  B lU,
□
=  trace H
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T h e o re m  3.2 For the given plant G and cost functionals J\ and J2, i f  there exists 
a a filter F» in the given form with a worst disturbance signal w[ such that:
0 <  0) <  Ji(F*,w,0)
for  w  7  ̂w't and a worst disturbance signal w » under white noise such that
Ji(F*,'fw*,w0) <  J \ (F * ,w ,w 0), J 2( F * ,w * ,w 0) < J2(F ,w* ,w0)
for  all w, then, there are Pi( t)  > 0 and P2(t) >  0 on [0,T] with P \ ( T ) =  0 and 
P 2(0) — 0 solving
{A -  P2C2 R q1C 2 -  B o D ^ R ^ C . f  Px + P l (A -  P2C j R ^ C 2 -  B 0D^0R ^ C 2) 
+1 ~2PlB iB Tl P i + C * C X = -Pv{ t ) ,
{A -  B 0D2oRol C 2 +  7 - 2B lB '[P1)P2 +  P2(A -  B o D ^ xC2 + ^ B x B j P i f
- P 2C '! ,R pC2P2 +  B 0(I  -  D20R o 1D 2o)B q = P2(t).
P roof. Suppose there exist a filter F* in the given form (hence, there exists an 
L») and a w't such that
0 < Ji(F„w'„  0) < ./[ (F*, w, 0) for all w  ^  w f
This tells that ||-RCiu||oo,[o,t] < 7; where R cw is a linear operator defined by (note 
that we take v j 0 — 0):
e'. =  (A + L , C 2)e'x + B lW, e'x (0) = 0, 
e = C lC'r.
By Lemina 2.3, there exists a P\(t) >  0 with P\(T) = 0 solving
—P] — (/I +  L t d ) ) 1 Pi +  P\ (.4 +  L , C 2) + 7  2F \B \B I  Pi +  C( Ci
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and w( =  7 ~2B\P ie 'x. It is easy to show th a t w* =  'y~2B j P i e x is the worst d istur­
bance signal under white noise, i.e., we have: Ji(F», w*, wq) < J i (F * ,w ,w 0). Now 
substitu ting  in* into the PFEs, we get
ex — (^4 +  L*C2 + 7  2 B \ B [ Pi)ex +  (Bo +  L*D2o)wo,
6o F'qGxi
and J2 (F,w*,w0) =  E  J0T ||e0||2dt =  trace |C 0  Jo Y'(t )dtCo],  where Y ( t ) =  /q .s)(50+  
LDio)(Bo +  L D 2 o)T&r (t, s )ds  satisfies:
(A + L C 2 + j - 2B 1B f P 1)Y( t )  + Y ( t ) ( A  + L C 2 + 1 ~2B l B j P l )T
+(Bo + L D 2o) (B o +  L D 2o)T = Y( t) .
Since F* (or L») achieves the minimum value of J 2 , by Theorem 2.3 in C hap ter 2, 
there exists a P2(t) > 0 with F 2 (0) =  0 solving
(A -  BoD^oRJ1C2 +  y - 2 B 1B [ P l)P2 +  P2(A -  +  i ~2B xB ^ P x)t
—P2C2 R j 1 C 2P2 +  Bo(I -  DloRolD 2o)B7o =  P2 (t).
Moreover, L» =  — (P 2 C .2 +  B oD ' ^ R q 1 and hence P\ >  0 solves:
(A -  P2 C ' [ R Y C 2 -  B {)D!1qR Y  C>)r P  1 +  Pi (A -  1C2 -  B 0 D l QR ^ lC 2)
+'Y~2 Pl B iB j P l +  CfC, =  - P x(t).
This concludes the proof. □
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3 . 3  M u l t i o b j e c t i v e  F i l t e r i n g  D e s i g n — I n f i n i t e  
T i m e  H o r i z o n
In  this section, the design results for F ilte r in g  P ro b le m  2 form ulated in Section
3.1 are presented.
The following standard assumptions are made:
1). (C 2 , A)  is detectable,
2 ).
A — j u l  Bo 
C 2  D 2 0
has full row rank for all uj.
The filter design results are summarized in the next theorem.
T h e o re m  3.3 For the given system G and cost functionals J 3 and J\,  let (C , A) be 
detectable. I f  there are stabilizing solutions Pj >  0 and P2 > 0 for:
(A -  P 2 C0  R q 1C2 -  BoDloRolC2)r Px + P[(A -  P > C f R ^ C 2 -  B o D '^R ^C ' , )
+ 7 - 2P lB l B f P l + C r[ C l = 0,
(A -  B qD10R q1C2 +  j - 2B lB 7l'Px)P2 + P>(A -  B 0D t20R ^ C 2 + 'y-2B l B f P l)T
—  P 0 C 2  R 0 C ^ P > 2  +  D [ ) ( I  —  D 2q P q  - ^ ' 2 0 ) ^ 0  ”  
then by choosing L* = —{P2 CI, +  BoD.,(}) R f 1, the filter Ft :
:£■ =  (.4 -  P C f ' R f 1C, -  BoD’̂ R f ' C2)x + (P2C.J' +  B 0D!m)Rf, 1 y, :/;(0) =  0, 
2  =  C'1.7;,
Zq =  C QX,
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and the worst disturbance signal w * =  7 ~2B f  P\ex under white noise achieve:
J3(F*,w*,w0) < J3(F * ,w ,w 0), J4(F*,w *,w 0) < J4(F ,w * ,w 0).
Furthermore, the worst disturbance signal w* = 'y~2BjP ie 'x and filter F, achieve:
0 < J3(F*, w't , 0) <  J3(F*, w , 0)
fo r  all w w't , where e'x satisfies:
e'x = (A  +  LC2)e'x +  B \w .
Conversely, i f  there exists a filter F» (hence an L*) with a worst disturbance 
signal w'+ such that :
0 <  J3(Ft , w'„ 0) <  J3(F*, w , 0) for  all w ±  w[,
and a worst disturbance signal w* under white noise such that
J 3(Ft ,w*,Wo) < J3(F*,w , vjo), J4{F*,w*,w0) < J4(F,w„,w0),
then, there are stabilizing solutions P\ > 0  and P2 > 0 solving:
{A + L X ’i f P i  + Pi (A  +  L„C2) + ^ P B y B j ’P { +  C fC \  =  0 ,
(A -  B 0D IqR q1C2 +  -y~2B x B jP \ ) P 2 +  P2(A -  B 0D 720R 3 lC2 + 'y~2B l B j 'P l )T
—P2C \ R a lC2P2 +  B a(I — D l0R 0 1 D 2o)B( = 0 .
Moreover, i f  A  +  7 ~2B y B f  P\ — (P2C.j, +  B[)D!m)Rfi,C2 is stable, then L ,  can be 
chosen as L» =  —(P2C.{ +  B()D,f0)R f i1. In this case, there is a stabilizing solution 
P[ > 0  for
(.4 -  P2C '[R c 'C 2 -  B u D ^  R f i 1 C> ) r P\ + P\ (A -  P2C '(Rlf]C2 -  B ,D ] aR f lC,)  
+ ~ r 2P i B lB j P l +  C f C \  =  0.
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P r o o f .  (Sufficiency) Note th a t A  — BqDJqRq'C-) — P 2 C 2  R q 1C 2 +  B XB { P 1/ 7 2 is 
stable since P\ and P 2  are stabilizing solutions.
F irst it is shown th a t A  + L*C2  is stable where L» =  — (P2C j  + B q D '^ R o  Suppose 
th a t .4 +  U C 2 is no t stable, then  there is an x  and a A with Re(A) >  0  such that 
(.4+L*C2)x =  Ax. M ultiply x T from the left and x  from the  right of the Pi equation, 
we get
(A +  X)xT P xx  +  x r P i B i B ( P i x h 2 +  x r C fC \X  =  0.
The above equation implies th a t  B f P xx = 0, C xx — 0. Hence
(A + L ,C2 + ~t-2B i B j P i ) x  = (A — B0Dl0R o 1C2 -  P2C%R^:lC2 + P i P f P i /y 2)*
=  (A  +  L»C2 )x- — Ax,
\ .e . ,A -B oD T 0R u 1C 2 - P 2C '[R ol C 2 + B iB lP 1/'y2 is not stable either, a contradiction. 
Thus A  +  L„C2 is stable.
Now
./3 (P*, w , w0) =  l^lirn^ ^  P ( y 2 | |w | |2 -  | |e ||2)d t  j
= E ( îhi2 ~ ini2 ” ̂ e*̂ )P|Cx(f)) rf<}
=  lim i  f F j 2E \ \w  -  w*\\2dt -  trace{(B0 + L*P20)r P, (B 0 + L . D 20)}
/  —00 i  J o
where ■«;» =  7 ~2B'[ P xex is the worst signal under white noise and it is bounded since 
A + L ,C 2 +  B r r 2B [P i =  A -  B o D l .R ^ C ,  -  P2C% R^l C 2 +  P ^ P . / y 2
is stable. So L*(or F*) and w, achieve .7:i(F», w0) <  J:i(Ft ,w,Wo)-
Next it is shown th a t .7,1 achieves the minimum value a t L* under w*. Let L be 
any filter gain such th a t both A  +  LC  and A +  LC> + 'y~2B \ B j  P\ are stable (we
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know that L* is one of them so such an L does exist). Substituting ui* into the PFE 
to get :
Cx =  (A  + LC 2 + j  ~ B \ B j  PA)ex + (B q + L D 2q)'u>0i (3-11)
eo =  Cq&x. (3.12)
We can solve eo as eo(t) =  /q C oexp{A i(t  — t)}BlWo(t)cIt , where A i  — A  +  L C 2 +
j ^ B . B f P u  B l  = B 0 + L D 20. Define Q L := B lexp [A TL{t -  r ) ) C lC 0exp[AL{t -  
s ) \B l . So
J 4( F , w ^ w 0 ) =  ||e0 (i ) | | 2 df j
=  lim e \ ̂  f  f  f  W q (t)Q l w0(s) dr ds d t \
T—oo ( i  Jo JO JO J
=  lim [  f  [  trace \QlE[w0(s)wI( t ) } \drdsdt
T—oo T  J O  J O  Jo 1 )
=  lim ^  [  [  trace { c l C Qexp[AL{t -  s)\B  LB[e.xp\AAL{t -  .s)]j ds dt
T — oo  1  J o  J o  1 J
=  trace | CJ Co lim [  f  exp(As)B iJB T e x p (A js )d s d t  1 =  trace (C j Cq P2),
( T — oo T  Jo Jo J
where P2 — J0°° exp (.4s)B jjB [ exp (A [ s)ds  satisfies 
AijP2 +  P2A [  +  B ^ B f  =  0.
Since there exists a stabilizing solution P2 > 0  to
(.4 -  B 0D 20R.q1C2 + ~ r 2B \ B j P x)P2 +  P2{A -  B0DJ0R q 1C2 + ^ B ^ J ' P , ) ' 1' 
- P 2C ( P A lC2P2 +  B A I  -  D'2QR A xD m) B l  =  0.
Hence by Theorem 2.2, L* =  —(P2C2 +  B aDfm)R A x will minimize w„, Wo), i.e., 
J.\{F*, vu, v j q )  < J.i(F,wr,wu) for all L  (or F).
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It is easy to  show th a t =  7 ~2 B {P \e 'x achieves 0 < J2(F„, w ', 0 ) <  J 3 (F*, 0),
where e'x satisfies e'x = (A  + LC2)e'x +  B xw.
(Necessity) Suppose there exist a filter F* (hence an L*) in the given form and 
a  w ' such th a t: 0 < J 3 (F ,, w(, 0) <  J 3 (F*,u;,0) for all w ^  w'r. This tells th a t 
||i?eu)||oo < 7 , where R ew is a linear operator defined by (note th a t wq =  0 in this 
case):
e'x = (A  + L t:C2)e,x + Biw, ex(0) = 0,
e =  C ^ .
By the well-known Bounded-Real Lem m a [46], we have a stabilizing solution Pi > 0 
solving
(A + L*C2)T Px + P X{A + L ,C 2) +  ^ P i B i B ^ P i  + C l  Ci = 0,
and the worst disturbance signal w( — 7 ~2B jP ie 'x . Moreover, A+Lt,C2+ j ~ 2B i B f  Pi 
is stable, so (C2,A  +  'y~2B i B j P x) is detectable. It is easy to see th a t w* =
y ~ 2B ( P i e x achieves J 3 (F», tn*, w0 ) <  J 3 (F„,'u/,u;0 ), i.e., w* is the worst disturbance
signal under w hite noise. Now substitu ting  w* into the PFEs, we have:
ex =  (-4 +  U C 2 + 7  ~B { B [ P i ) e x +  (Bo + L*D2o)wq =  A^ex + Bj^w0 ,
Co =  C q P-x i
and by the assum ption, J,i(F,w*,Wo) > trace(C{( C{)P2) = J,i(Ft, ,w*,w0) holds for 
all F  (or L) in the given form, where P2 satisfies:
-4/..-A) +  P2A[_ +  B i .  B'u  =  0.
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By Theorem 2.4, there exists a solution P2 >  0 and P2 > P2 solving
(.4 -  B o D ^ R ^ C ,  +  7 - 2 B iS f P i ) P 2 +  P2(A -  B QDT10R ^ lC2 + y~2B 1B'[Pl )T 
- P 2C j R o lC2P2 +  B 0{I -  DT0R c 1D 20)BZ  =  0.
If A  +  ' y ^ B i B f P i  — (P2 C% +  B 0 D l 0 )R o l C 2 is stable, then L» can be chosen as 
L, =  —(PoCj  +  B 0 D l 0 ) R o l since trace(CQ C0 P2) =  Ja{F*, w*, w0). Consequently, 
there is a stabilizing solution Pi > 0 solving
(A -  P2C (R o  lC2 -  B 0DTQR o lC 2)T Pi + P i (.4 -  P2C T2 R ^ C 2 -  B QD ^ R ^ C 2) 
+ 7 - 2P i B iB \P i  +  C l  Ci =  0 .
This concludes the proof. □
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C h a p t e r  4  
M u l t i o b j e c t i v e  O p t i m a l  C o n t r o l
This chapter addresses the output feedback multiobjective optim al control problem. 
The design approach is mostly m otivated by the  s ta te  feedback results in [26] which 
will be presented first w ithout proof in Section 4.2. The filtering design results in 
C hapter 3 also provide some guidance for us to  look for a controller structure. The 
design results are presented in Section 4.3 and 4.4, for finite tim e horizon and  infinite 
tim e horizon, respectively.
4 .1  P r o b l e m  F o r m u l a t i o n
The motivation for the multiobjective optim al control problem considered in this 
chapter can be nicely presented as follows:
First, consider the s tandard  LQ G  control in Figure 4.1, where w0 is a w hite noise 
signal. I t is well known th a t the LQ G  design trea ts  system performance under exter-
Figure 4.1: Classical LQ G  Control
nal stochastic disturbance w ithout model uncertainties. Hence, a natu ra l question 
is: can we take the robustness problem into account when we try  to achieve the 
quadratic optim ization performance? This question is shown in Figure 4.2.
48




Figure 4.2: A Possible Controller
This problem  can be formulated as follows: consider a linear control system G 
in Figure 4.3.
w
Figure 4.3: Control System with Bounded Power D isturbance and W hite Noise 
The system equations are given as follows:
x — A x  +  B 0w0 +  B iw  +  B 2u, x (0 ) =  0 , (4.1)
y =  C 2 X +  D 2 0 W0 , R 2 0  ;=  D 2 0 D 2 0  > 0 , (4.2)
z  =  C\X  +  D \ 2 U, R \ 2  — D^2D  1 2 , (4-3)
z0 = CqX +  D 0 2 U, R 0 2  ■= Dq2^02 > 0, (4.4)
where the disturbance w  is assumed to have bounded power and w0 is assumed to 
be a white noise w ith £ ,{w0 (t)} =  0 and E{w^(t)w l'(t )} = I8 (t  -  r ) , where I  is an 
identity m atrix  .
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Define the following cost functionals:
J i{ u ,w ,w Q) :=  E^ jQ (7 2 IMI2 -  IM|2)dij > (4-5)
2d t j  (4.6)
for finite tim e horizon case and
J3(u ,w ,w o) := Imi^E ^  ( j 2 \\w\\2 -  \\z\\2) d ? j  , (4.7)
J4(u ,w ,w 0) :=  | N | 2<ftJ (4-8)
for infinite tim e horizon case, where u  is the o u tp u t feedback control law to  be
designed.
Then the M u lt io b je c tiv e  O p tim a l C o n tro l P ro b le m  is defined as:
f in d in g  a n  o u tp u t  fe e d b a c k  c o n tro l law  a n d  th e  w o rs t  d is tu rb a n c e  s ig n a l
w t su c h  th a t :
Ji{um,w „ w 0) < J i (u * ,w ,w Q), (4.9)
J2(u„,w*,wo) < J 2(u ,w * ,w 0) (4 -1 0 )
fo r th e  f in ite  t im e  h o r iz o n  case; a n d
J3('U», W*, W 0 )  <  J 3(u*,W,W0), (4 - l l)
JA{u*,w*,w  0) <  J4(u ,w * ,w  0) (4.12)
fo r th e  in f in ite  t im e  h o r iz o n  case.
J 2(u ,w ,w  o) E{fo N il
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4 . 2  M i x e d  H 2 I H 0 0  C o n t r o l — S t a t e  F e e d b a c k
Clearly, in o rder to  let the output feedback control problem form ulated in the last 
section have a  solution, the corresponding state  feedback control problem  m ust be 
solvable first. In  th is section, a  state feedback approach for m ixed 'H.2 /'H00 control 
design is presented without proof. A simplified case w ith  its p roof can be found in 
[26].
Note th a t  to  simplify the notations, the following abbreviations are used:
As = A B 2Rq2 ^ 026 0̂j A/ — A — B0D20R2oC2, 
P  :=  B 0( I  — D lQR 2̂ D 2o)Bl, Q := C q ( I  — Dq2R y)  .
T h e o re m  4 .1  For system G described by equations (4.1) — (4.4) and  the associated 
cost functionals J\ and J 2 , there exist linear memoryless state feedback strategies 
(Nash equilibrium strategies) u* and w„ such that:
0  < J i(u „ ,w * , 0 ) <  J i(u * ,w ,0 ),
J 2 (u * ,w ,,0 ) <  J 2(u, u>*,0),
i f  and only i f  the following coupled Riccati differential equations:
- A  = (A, -  B 2Rq2 B 2 P2)t P\ + P\{AS -  B 2Ro2l B l P 2) + 1 ~2P lB l B j P l
+  [Ci -  D i2R q) ( D q2Co +  B ( P 2)]T [Cl -  D 12R q) ( D q2C0 + B j P 2)},
- P 2 =  (As +  1 - 2B lB j P 1)TP2 +  P2(A s +  ^ B y B j P f )  -  P2B 2R q ) B 2 P2 + Q
have solutions P\ >  0  and P2 > 0  on [0,T] with P \(T)  =  0  and P2(T)  =  0 . 
Furthermore, i f  the solutions exist, we have w ,  =  7 ~2B f P \ x  and  u* = F*x with 
F. :=  - R ml (D l2C0 + Bl'P2).
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For the case of infinite tim e horizon, we shall make the following s tan d ard  as­
sumptions:
(A l) ( A ,B 2) is stabilizable and  (C2, A) is detectable.
T h e o re m  4.2 There exist linear memoryless state feedback strategies (Nash equi­
librium strategies) u* and w+ such that:
0 < J3(u*,w*,0) <  J 3(u*,w, 0),
J 4 (n*,w*,0) <  J 4(u ,w t , 0),
i f  and only i f  the following coupled Riccati equations:
(A s -  B 2R ^ B % P 2)t P 1 +  P M s  -  B 2R ^ B T2 p 2) + 1 - 2P1B 1B ( P 1
+[C: -  D \2R q2 {Dq2Cq +  B 2t P 2 )]t [C1 -  D i2R q) ( D q2C0 +  P 2TP 2)] =  0,
(A ,  +  r 2B xB ( P ( ) TP2 +  P2(A s + r ' B x B j P , )  -  p 2b 2r £ b %p 2 +  Q =  0
have stabilizing solutions Pi >  0 and P2 > 0, i.e., A s +  7 _ 2 P 1P f P 1 — B 2R 3f  B lf P2 
is stable.
Furthermore, i f  the solutions exist, we have wt = j ^ B j P i x  and u t = F*x with 
F* := - P 02W 2 C 0  +  B \ P 2).
4 . 3  O u t p u t  F e e d b a c k  M u l t i o b j e c t i v e  
C o n t r o l — F i n i t e  T i m e  H o r i z o n
Output, feedback design results are established in the following theorem  for inulti- 
objective optim al control in finite tim e horizon.
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T h e o re m  4 .3  Suppose the state feedback control problem in Section 4.2 is solvable,
i.e., there are Pi > 0  and P2  > 0 with P \{T) — 0 and P 2 (T) — 0 solving
- P i  =  (A , -  B 2R q2 B j P 2)TP\ + P i (A s -  B 2Ro2lB l P 2) + ' Y- 2P i B iB fP i  
+{Ci -  D n R ^ ( D ^ C o  + B j P 2)]T [Ci -  D n R ^ i D ^ C o  +  B 2r P 2)],
—P 2  — (>ls +  7 - 2 B i B j P i ) t P2 + P3(A S +  7  2B i B f P i ) — P 2 B 2 Rq2 B J P 2  + Q. 
There exist a w , = 'y~2B'[PiX and an output feedback control law u* in the form  of:
x  = (A  +  7 - 2 B i 5 f Pi +  B 2F*)x + L t (C2x  -  y), 
u * =  F*x,
where F* =  —R q2 (Dq2Co +  B 2 P2), such that
J i(u* ,w * ,w 0) < J i(u t ,w ,w 0),
J 2(u*,w*,w  0 ) <  J2(u ,w *,w  0 )
i f  and only i f  there is a P3 >  0 on [0 ,T] with P3(0) =  0 solving
P3 =  (A f  +  7 ~2B iB jP i ) P 3 +  P3(A f  + r 2B i B Tx Pi)T -  P3C Z R ^ C 2P3 + P.
Moreover, i f  the solution exists, then L » can be chosen as L* =  — (B qDJ0 +  
PsC'ORfo1.
P r o o f .  Since there exist solutions Pi >  0 and P2 > 0 on [0,T] solving
- P i  = (A s -  B 2R ^ B q2 P2)r Pi + Pi (A,s -  B 2RmlB q'P2) +  7 ~2 P 1 P 1P f P 1 
+  [Cr -  D 1 2 R 32 (D32C0 +  B l P 2)]T [Ci -  D v2R ^ ( D j n Ca +  B% P2)},
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- P 2 =  (A ,  + 7 - 2B 1B f P 1)TP2 + P2(AS +  7 ~2B 1B l P 1) -  P2B 2R £ B ? P 2 +  Q, 
we have:
E{lo ^  “ HzH2)dt}
= E y oT [7 2 \ \ w f - \ \ z \ \ 2 - ^ t (xTP 1x)}d t]j
=  E  | y  [72 ||w ||2 — ||z | |2 — x TP\X — x F P \x  — x TP i± \d t  
Now, using the equation for Pi, we get
E{lo ^  ~~
= E{J^ [7 2 \\w — w*\\2 — u TR i2u + R i2u*
— 2 x t (P iB 2 +  C f  D i2)(u -  um) -  2xTP iB 0w 0]dt},
where f?i2 :=  D \2D i2, w t =  ' y ^ B j 'P ix ,  and u t =  — F L^iD ^C a  + B 2 P2)x, i.e., the
optim al strategies for s ta te  feedback case. Clearly, if we take w — w+, then  for any
u, hence for the optim ally designed output feedback control law u„, we have
J i(u t ,w * ,w 0 ) <  J i(u * ,w ,w 0).
Now we prove the theorem: 
(Sufficiency) If there is a P3 > 0 on [0, T] with jP3 (0) =  0 solving
P3 =  (A f  + 7 ~2B i B l P i ) P 3 +  P3(A f  +  7 - 2B i B f P i ) T -  P3C ^ R 201C 2P3 + P, 
by substitu ting the  w* into the system equation, we get
x = (A + 7 ~2B lB f P i ) x  + B 0w0 + B 2u, .t(0 ) =  0 , (4.13)
D — C 2x  +  D 2 0 WQ, R 2q :=  D2qD2Q >  0 , (4-14)
Zo =  C qx + D 32'u, P-02 :=  D q2D o2 > 0 . (4.15)
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This is a standard  LQG problem  [1, 16]. Thus the optim al control law is given by
x  =  (A  +  'y~2B i B { P 1)x  +  B 2u* +  L t (C2x -  y), (4.16)
u* = F*x, (4.17)
where F» =  - R q 2 (Dq2C 0 +  B j P 2) , L* = - ( B 0D j0 +  P3C%)R2q , P 2  and P3 solve: 
- P 2 =  (,4S +  'y-2B 1B f P 1)TP2 + P2{As +  j - 2B 1B f P 1) -  P2B 2R 32lB j P 2 + Q, 
P3 = (A f  +  1 ~2B 1B l P 1)P3 +  P3(A f  +  7 " 2 P i P r P i ) T -  P z C j R 2̂ C 2P3 + P, 
w ith P2(T ) =  0 and ^ 3 (0 ) =  0, and achieves:
J2(u*,Wi.,W0 ) <  J 2{u ,w * ,w Q).
Note th a t it can be calculated th a t
J2(u^ ,w t ,w 0) =  trace J Pzdt^j + trace R 02F* J P3(t)dt
(Necessity) Suppose th a t wt =  ry~2B ^P iX  and u„:
x  =  (A - \ - j ~ 2B i B l P i  + B 2F*)x + L*(C2x - y ), 
u* =  F*x,
where F* =  —R 32(D32C 0 + B 2 P2) such that:
Ji(u* ,w * ,w 0) < J i (u * ,w ,w 0),
J2(u*,w*,w0) < J2(u ,w * ,w  0 ).
Substitu ting in, into the system  equation, we get
x  =  (^4 h- 7  2B \B { P \)x  +  B qWq +  B 2u*, .t(0) = 0 ,
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Ty  — C2X +  D20W0, R 2 0  D20D20 >  0 ,
Z q =  C q X  +  D 0 2 U*, R 0 2  Dq2Dq2  >  0.
Thus
r T
J 2 (u», w*,  w0) =  E  / ||z0||2di 
Jo
=  E  [  [xt C q C 0x  +  2x t Cq D 02u* +  u l R 02u,  +  ^ - { x r P 2x)]dt  
Jo at
=  E  [  [xTCqCqX  +  2x TC q D 02U* +  U î?02^* +  XTP2X +  XTp2X +  x TP 2x\dt .  
Jo
Now using the equation about P 2 , we get
f T  -  f T  tJ 2(u*, w*, w 0) =  E  ( u * — u*)t R 02(u* — u*)dt  +  2E  x TP2B0w 0dt
Jo Jo
f T  f T=  E  (u* — u*) Ro2(u* — u*)dt  +  2t race  /  P 2 B q E { w q x  }dt .
Jo Jo
By Lem m a 2.2, we have E { x Wq } — Bo/2. Hence
r T  r T
M U *1 u)*,wq) =  E  / (u* — u*) R 02(u* — u*)dt + t race  P2B0Bodt
Jo Jo
f T  -  f T— E  (u * — u *) R 02(u* — u*)dt  +  t race  /  B 0 P2Bodt.
Jo Jo
We only need to consider the first term. Define e — x — x, then
rT rT
E  /  (u* — u*)TR0 2 (u* — u*)dt =  E eTFjRo2 F*edt.Jo Jo
With u» in the form:
x — (̂ 4 +  7  2B\B^P\ +  B2F*)x +  L*(C2X — y), 
u* =  F*x,
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e satisfies:
e =  x  — x  =  (^4 +  7  2B i B fP i  4- L*C2)e +  (Bo +  L*D2o)wo — A i^e  +  B l . wq.
Let <fr(t, 0) be the transition m atrix  of A  +  j ~ 2B i B f  Pi +  L*C2, then
e = [  $ ( t ,  t ) (B 0 + L D 2o)w0dT.
Jo
This gives:
E  f  eTF j R 02F*edt 
Jo
— E  | J J  J  wT( r ) B l ' $ T (t, t )F ? R o 2F i,$ (t ,T )B Lmw(s)dT ds d t j
=  trace J  J F?Ro2F*$(t, T)B[J,E {w {s )w {r )}B j j^ T{t, r )d r  ds d t j
— trace { fo  lo lo ~  s )B i , .^ T ( t , T)dT ds d t j
=  trace  | f J P o 2 P* J F (t)d t j ,
where T (t)  =  /J  <5(t, s )B £ ,.B ^ $ T(t, s)ds >  0  satisfies:
y  =  > u . y  +  y ^ L  +  b l. b L ,  y ( o )  -  o.
Since
J2(u*, w*, w0) — trace | F j i ? 0 2 F» J Y  ( t ) d t j  +  trace J BQP2B 0dt
is the  minim um  value, by Theorem 2.3 in C hapter 2, there is a P 3  >  0, P 3  <  Y  
w ith P 3 (0) =  0 solving
P 3 =  (A f  + 'y~2B 1B J P 1)P3 + P3(A f  + ^~2B i B j Pi)t  -  P3C j R ^ C 2P3 + P,
and L» can be chosen as L„ =  —(BqDJq + P ^ C j ) R 2q since
J 2 (a*, io,, w 0) =  trace | p J P 0 2 P* J  P3d t j  +  trace J  B 3 P2B 0dt.
This concludes the proof.
□
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4 . 4  O u t p u t  F e e d b a c k  M u l t i o b j e c t i v e  
C o n t r o l — I n f i n i t e  T i m e  H o r i z o n
The design for th e  infinite time horizon case is more com plicated than  th a t for finite 
tim e horizon case. The m ain concern is the stability  requirem ent since asymptotic 
properties are considered here. Some additional assum ptions are made as well as 
the A ssum ption (A l) made in Section 4.1:
(A2)
(A3)
A  — j to l  P 2 
Co D02
A  — j t o l  Bo
has full column rank for all to,
has full row rank for all to.
C 2  D 2 0
These two assum ptions guarantee th a t the corresponding 7i 2 R iccati equations have 
stabilizing solutions when 7  —» 0 0 .
T he design results are summarized in the next theorem , addressing bo th  sufficient 
and  necessary conditions.
T h e o re m  4 .4  There exist a w+ and an output feedback control law u* such that
J 3(u*,w *,w  0 ) < J3(U',W,W 0 ),
J ^ u , ,  W*,Wq) < J i(u ,w * ,w 0),
i f  the coupled Riccati algebraic equations:
(A ,  -  B 2R j f  B 2  P2)TPy + P ,(A 5 -  B 2Ro21B j P 2) + ^ P y B . B j P ,
+ [Ci — D i2R Qf  (Dq2Co + B \  P 2 )]t [Ci -  D i2R q2 (D q2C o +  P ^ P 2)] =  0 ,
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(A , +  1 ~2B l B j P l )TP2 + P2{AS + 1 ~2B 1B j P 1) -  P2B 2R q2 B%P2 + Q =  0,
(A f  +  7 ~2B 1B ? P 1)P3 +  P3(Af  +  'y~2B 1B l P 1)T -  PzC % R £ C 2P3 + P  =  0
have stabilizing solutions Pi >  0 , P2 > 0, and P2 >  0, i.e., both A s + ^~ 2B \ B j P i  — 
B 2Rq2  B 2  P 2 and A f  +  j ~ 2B i B f  Pi — P2C f  R f f C 2 are stable.
I f  the solutions exist, we have: w* = 'y~2B fP iX  and u* is o f  the following form:
x  =  {A +  - y ^ B i B f P i  +  B2F*)x +  L*{C2x  — y), (4.18)
u* =  Fmx,  (4.19)
where F* =  —R ^ i D ^ C o  + B f P 2) and L* =  - { B qD^q +  P2C f ) R f f .
Conversely, i f  the state feedback control problem is solvable, i.e., there are stabi­
lizing solutions Pi > 0 and P2 >Q for:
{As -  B 2R q2 B \ P 2)t P i +  P i(A s -  B 2R ^ B j P 2) + j ~2P i B i B J P i
+  [C: -  D l2R ^ { D Tm C0 +  B j P 2)]T [Ci -  D n R ^ i D ^ C o  +  B ^ P 2)} =  0,
(A .  +  y ~ 2B i B f  P i)TP2 + P2{As + ry~2B i B f P i )  -  P2B 2R ^ B l P 2 + Q =  0,
and there is an optimal control u* in the form of:
x =  (A +  7  2B iB^Pi +  B2F*)x +  L*{C2x — y), (4.20)
■u, =  F„x, (4.21)
where F„ =  — R ^ f (D^2C 0 +  B \  P2) and a w* such that:
J3{u*,w *,wq) <  J3(u*,w ,w  0),
J 4 (w.*,w*,tt;o) <  JA{u,w t ,w 0),
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then, there is a P3 > 0 solving
(A f  + j ~2B 1B :[ P 1)P3 +  P3(A f  +  7 - 2b 1b J p 1)t -  P3C % R £ C 2P3 +  P  =  0 .
Moreover, i f  A + 7~2B \ B j P i  — (B 0D 2Q+ P 3C2 )R 2o C 2 is stable, then L , =  —(jBQD 2Q+  
P3C f ) R 2f .
PROOF. Suppose there exist stabilizing solutions Pi > 0, P2 > 0 and P3 >  0, to 
the following Riccati equations:
(A,  -  B 3Rq2 B \ P 2 )t P i + P i (As -  B 2R £ b Z P 2) + 1 ~2P l B l B Tl P1 
+ [C , -  D i2Rq2 (Dq2Cq +  B l P 2)]T [Cx -  D i2R 32 (Dq2Co + B l P 2)\ =  0,
(A , +  7 - 2 P 1 P f P i ) T P2 +  P2(A s +  7 " 2 P iP f P i )  -  P2B 2R q2 B 2 P2 + Q = 0,
(A f  +  7 - 2B 1B f P 1)P3 +  P3(A f  +  7 “ 2 P i P f P i ) T -  PzC2 R 23C2P3 +  P  =  0.
Let u  be any stabilizing control law. Since
=  lim E  < ^  /  (7 2 | | ' ^ | | 2 — x TC fC iX  — 2xTC j D \ 2u — uTR i2u)dt
T —*oo I T  JO
Now, using the equation for P i, we get:
E {  lim / [7 2 ||vj — ? « * | | 2 — u TR 12u +  uffR i2u
T—>oo Jo
2x t (P \B 2 +  C'[D i2)(u — u t ) — 2xT P iB 0w0}dt},
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where R n  :=  D f2D i 2 , w» =  7 ~2B f P ix ,  and tZ* =  —R^2 (Dq2Co +  B 2 P2)x, i.e., the 
optim al strategies for state feedback case. Clearly, if we take w =  w„, then for any 
u, hence for the optimally designed o u tp u t feedback control law u„, we have
J3(u , ,w * ,w 0) < J3(u* ,w ,w 0).
Now, we design u* to minimize J4. By substitu ting  the  w* into the system equation, 
we get:
x  =  (A  + j -2 B i B f  P i)x  + B 0w 0 + B2u, x (0) =  0, (4.22)
y = C2X +  D20W0 , R20 '■= D 2 oD20 >  0, (4.23)
Zo =  C q X  +  Do2 U> R02 '■= Dq2 ^ 0 2  >  0. (4.24)
Since the index functional J 4  is taken in to  account, clearly, this is a standard  LQG 
problem  [1 , 16]. Thus the optim al control law is given by
x  = (A  +  'y~2B iB j 'P i)x  +  B 2u* +  L 9{C2x  — y), (4.25)
u* =  F*x, (4.26)
where F* =  —R q2 (Dq2Cq +  B 2 P2) , L* =  —(B0D j0 +  P3C2 )R 2q and u t achieves:
J4(u*,w*,w0) < J4(u ,w * ,w 0).
N ote th a t it can be calculated:
J 4 (u*, ru*, w0) =  trace |jB 0 B ^ P 2} +  trace ■
Conversely, suppose the s ta te  feedback control problem  is solvable, i.e., there are 
stabilizing solutions to:
(As -  B 2Ro21B jP 2)TPl + P M s  -  B 2R ^ B i2P2) +  J - 2P1B 1B'[P1
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+[<?! -  D 12R ^ ( D ^ C o + B j P 2)]T [C\ -  D 12R q2 (Dq2C0 +  B 2 P2)\ =  0,
and let u* be in the form of:
x  — (A  +  7  2B xB j P i  +  B 2F*)x  +  L*(C2x  — y), (4.27)
w* =  F+x, (4.28)
where F* =  —R 02(D q2C0 +  B 2 P2). Let u* and w* achieve:
J3(u* ,w *,w  0) <  J3(u*,w ,w 0),
J4(u*,w *,w0) <  J4(u,w *,wQ).
Note th a t, from  the proof above, w» =  'y~2B f P 1x. Now substitu te  w* and into 
the  system  equations, we get:
x = (A  +  'y~2B iB '[P i)x  +  B 0w 0 +  B 2u^, x(0) =  0 ,
y — C 2x  4- D 2qWo, R 2o '■= D 2oDj0 >  0 ,




— ^  \x t C qCqx +  2 .x7  Cq D q2il* +  u jR o 2u*]dt
Now using the equation about P2, we get:
J4(u*, w*, wQ)
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=  lim e \ ^ =  [  (u* — u*)t R 02{u* — u * ) d t \  +  2 lim E  1 ^  /  x TP 2B0w 0d t \
T — oo [ J - J  0 J T — oo [ d  J  0 J
= lim e\^; f  (u* — u*)t R02 {u* — u * ) d t \  + 2t r a ce  { lim  ̂ /  P 2 P 0 -E'{wo:E:r}dt 1
T — oo I 1  Jo  J [ T — oo I  J o J
=  lim E  < ^  [  (u* — u*)r R 0 2 (u* — u * )d fl +  trace(P 2 B 0 BT),
T — oo [ 1  JO J
where fZ* =  —Rq2  (D ^C q + B 2  P2 ) t . We only need to consider the first term . Define
e =  x  — x ,  then
lim E  { ^  [  (u* -  f2*)Ti?0 2 («* -  =  lim E 1 ^  [  er F * R o 2F*edt  1,
T — oo [ 1  Jo J T — oo [ 1  Jo J
where e satisfies:
e =  x  — x  =  (A  +  7  2B\BJ'Pi  +  T*C2)e +  (Bo +  L t D 2 o)wo = A i me +  B i^ w o.
Hence e =  exp[ALm(t — r ) ]B i ,w 0 dT. This gives:
lim  E\^=;  [  eTF j R o 2Ft edt  \  =  t r a c e ( F j R o 2F»Y),
T — oo [ 1  Jo J
where Y  =  / 0°° exp(ALms)B[,,Bjimexp(A^ms)ds > 0  satisfies:
A L. Y  + Y A l m+ B LmB l m=  0 .
Since J 4 (ut ,w»,wo) — trace(F jR o 2 FFY) +  trace(BoP 2 B 0) is the minimum value, 
by Theorem 2.3 in C hapter 2, there is a P 3  > 0, P 3  < Y  solving
(A f  + 7 - 2 P iP f P i ) P 3 +  Po(Af  + ^ B i B j P i f  -  P3 C2  R 2 0 C 2 P3  +  P  =  0,
and if A  -f 7 _2 P i P f P 1 — (B 0 D j 0  +  P3 C j’)P j 01 C2 is stable, then, L* can be chosen 
as — —(BoD^q +  P,iC 2 ')R2 o since
Jtiu*, to*, w0) = tr a c e (F jP 0 2 P„P3) +  trace(B'o P2 B 0).
This concludes the proof.
□
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Chapter 5 
Tioo Gaussian Control
In  th is chapter, a new multiobjective control problem is form ulated which will be 
called the Hoo Gaussian control. The reason for using th is  nam e is th a t the design 
is natu ra lly  m otivated by 7ioo and LQ G  control and  hence presents a  trade-off 
betw een performances and LQG  performances. I t  tu rns out th a t this Hoo 
G aussian problem  can be solved in a very similar way to  th a t in which the classical 
L Q G  control problem  is solved: combining an optim ally designed filter and a state 
feedback control. But here we use the Lioo state feedback gain instead of L Q R  
feedback gain. I t should be pointed out th a t unlike L Q G  design, the Separation 
Theorem  does not hold for Hoo Gaussian control design, i.e., the filtering design 
m ust be designed together w ith state feedback control.
In Section 5.1, the proposed 'Hoa Gaussian problem is form ulated. The motiva­
tion  for this problem  can also be found in this section. The Gaussian design 
are the main contents in Section 5.2 for finite time horizon case and in Section 5.3 
for infinite tim e horizon case.
5 . 1  M o t i v a t i o n  a n d  P r o b l e m  F o r m u l a t i o n
To m otivate the problem, let us consider a  feedback control system shown in Figure 
5.1, where A € LVHao is the modeling error with HAH^ <  ^ for some prespecified 
7  >  0  and wq is the measurement noise.
64
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w
Figure 5.1: A Feedback Control System 
We w ant to  ask th is question:
C an  w e  find  a K  such  th a t  th e  sy ste m  is ro b u stly  s ta b le  w ith  resp ect  
to  a s e t  o f  m o d e l u n certa in ties  an d  th e  effect o f  wo on  th e  sy stem  perfor­
m an ce  is  m in im ized ?
To answer th is question, let us separate the  problem into two parts:
1. If there  is no w 0, i.e., the m easurem ent is noise-free, this turns out to be a 
typical 1-Coo control design problem.
2. If there  is no model uncertainty A, i.e., we know model perfectly, then it is well 
known th a t an LQG  approach provides a good design to  minimize the effect 
of wq on the system perform ance while guarantee the closed-loop stability.
The question is how one can take into account both model uncertainties and external 
disturbances in feedback design. As it is pointed out in C hapter 1 , a design trade-off 
has to  be made, i.e., to  do the trade-off between Hoo design and LQ G  design.
Note th a t, w ithout noise w0, the feedback control system in Figure 5.1 can be 
pu t into the  general Hoo framework as shown in Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.2: 'Hca Control System with D isturbance w
If the  p lan t G  is subject to some additional white noise disturbance wo, naturally, 
we have an extended system framework as shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: A System w ith Both Model Uncertainty and W hite Noise
To provide m ore hints for problem formulation, let us consider 7 i ^  design and 
L Q G  design in more details:
• Hint from 7^oo C o n tro l: Consider the structure of a central Tioo Controller 
shown in the  Figure 5.4. Clearly, this controller consists of a sta te  feedback 
Tioo control F00 and a s ta te  estim ator F(s).
• Hint from LQ G  C o n tro l: Consider the structure of an L Q G  controller shown 
in Figure 5.5. This controller consists of a Kalm an filter and L Q R  feedback 
gain Fiqr.
Obviously, these designs suggest th a t we may achieve design trade-off between 
and LQ G  performances by adopting the controller structure shown in Figure 5.6.
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F(s)
Figure 5.4: A C entral Controller
e •*—Q-
Iqr
Figure 5.5: An LQ G  Controller
e —O
Figure 5.6: A Possible H 00 Gaussian Controller
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Based on the above consideration, the Hoo Gaussian control problem is formu­
la ted  as follows:
Consider a generalized system G  with the following equations:
x  = A x  + B 0wq + B iw  + B 2 u , rr(0 ) =  0 , (5.1)
z  — C ix  4- D u u, R i = D j2D i 2  >  0, (5.2)
y — C2x  +  D 2qWo, R q = D2oDj0 > 0 , (5-3)
w here x  £ R ", y £  R p, z £  R 91; w £  R n is a bounded power signal and Wo £  R r2
is a  w hite noise signal, wq and  w are (mutually) independent.
M otivated by Hoo and L Q G  designs, it is assumed tha t the controller has the 
following structure:
x = A x  +  B 2 u  — Ly,  i ( 0 ) =  0 , (5.4)
u =  F x,  (5.5)
w here x  £ R n is an optimal estim ate of the sta te  in some sense and A, F  and L  are 
design param eters to be chosen.
Let e =  x  — x. Define the following cost functionals:
0) := E^fo (7 2 | | ^ | | 2 - IM|2)cftj , (5.6)
J2(u ,w ,w 0) := e ^ [ q lle l|2̂ |  t (5.7)
for finite time horizon case and
J:i(u ,w ,w 0) := 7)irn E  (7 2 |M f 2 “  > (5-8)
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for infinite time horizon case. Then the Gaussian control design problem is 
defined as follows:
Hoo G aussian  C ontrol: F ind  an op tim a l ou tp u t feedback  co n tro l law  
■a* and a w orst d istu rb an ce signal w» under w h ite  n o ise such  th a t:
Ji(u*,w*,w0) <  J i(U',w ,w 0) (5.10)
J2(u*,ui*,w o) <  J2(u,w*,w0), (5-11)
or
J3(u*,w*,w o) <  J3(u*,w,w0) (5.12)
JA(u*,w*,w0) <  JA(u,w*,w0), (5.13)
hold  for a ll w  and u.
5 .2  Hoo G a u s s i a n  C o n t r o l  D e s i g n - F i n i t e  T i m e  
H o r i z o n
In finite tim e horizon, there is no stability requirement so what is concerned is just 
the control regulation. The results are summarized in the following theorem.
To simplify notations, we shall introduce:
Ax :=  A — B2R { l D j2C\, A y :=  A — BqD^qRq lC2,
P  :=  B 0(I  -  D?lQR ^ xD m) B l ,  Q :=  C '{ \l -  D n R~lD ^ C , .
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T h e o re m  5.1 Let the dynamical system G be described by equations ( 5 . 1 ) - ( 5 . 3 ) .  
I f  there are solutions Px > 0, P 2 >  0 and P3 > 0 with P \ (T ) =  0, P2(T)  =  0 and 
7 -3 (0 ) =  0 solving the following differential Riccati equations:
A l P 1 +  P XA X + P f f B . B l  h 2 -  B 2R x l B%)Px + Q = —P\,
P2(A y +  j ~2B xB f  P i -  P3C[ R 3 XC2) +  (Ay +  7 ~2B 1B ? P l -  P3C? R ~ XC2)TP2 
+ 1 ~2P2B y B Tl P2 +  (D ^ C ,  + B 2 P X)TR f x(D j2C\ +  B%Px) =  - P 2,
[Ay + ~i~2B xB tx (Px + P2)]P3 + P3[Ay +  7 “ 2 £ i 5 f  (Pi + P2)]t  
—P?,C'2 R q 1C2P3 + p  = p 3,
then, there exist an optimal control law u* and a worst disturbance signal w* under 
white noise such that:
Ji(u+,w*,wo) < Ji(u*,w, w 0), J 2(ut ,w * ,w 0 ) <  J2(u,w *,w0).
I f  the solutions exist, we have w * =  7 ~2B f(P \X  +  P2e) and the optimal controller is 
given by:
x  =  (A  +~/~2B lB [ P l + L*C2 + B 2F*)x -  L*y, x (0 ) =  0 , 
u t. =  F„x,
where F* :=  —R f x(D[2C\ +  B [ P \ ) and, L* =  — (B qD 2Q + P3C 2 )F 0_ 1 . Furthermore, 
u» and w't =  7 ~2B'( (Pxx' + P2e') achieve 0 < J x(ut ,w (,0) < J x(ut ,w ,  0 ) fo r  all 
w 7  ̂w'„, where
x' = A x ' + B \w  + B 2u , e' = x' — x.
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Conversely, let P x >  0 with P X{T) =  0 solve 
A TXPX +  PXA X +  Px(B xB f / 7 2 -  +  Q = - P x.
and let controller u*
5 =  [A +  7  2B xB f P x 4- L*C2 +  B 2F*)x — L*y, i (0 )  =  0, 
u* =  F* : = —R l 1(D j2C x + B%PX
with a worst disturbance signal w't achieve
0 <  J x(u», w^, 0) <  J x(ut , w, 0) ,fo r  all w ^  w't .
I f  there exists a worst disturbance signal w* under white noise such that
J X(ur,W*,W0) < J i (u * ,w ,w Q), J2(u*,wt ,w 0) < J2(u ,w * ,w 0 ),
then there are solutions P2 >  0 and P3 > 0  with P2(T) =  0 and  P 3 (0 ) =  0  solving 
the following differential Riccati equations:
P2{Ay + r 2B xB Tx Px -  P3C2 R q 1C2) + (Ay + 7 - 2B xB f P x -  P3C l R ^ lC2)TP2
+'y-2P2B xB j P 2 +  (.Dt12C x +  B ^ P x)t R I 1(D[2Cx + B * P X) =  - P 2,
[Ay +  1~2B XB J  (Px +  P 2 )]P3 +  P M v  +  1~2B xB tx {Px +  P2)]t
- P 3C (  R ^ C 2P3 + P  = P3.
Moreover, L* can be chosen as L , =  - { B 0D'!2Q +  P3 C J )P q 1 and ’h ( L )  is minimized  
at L*.
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P r o o f .  (Sufficiency) Suppose there exist solutions P i(f) >  0 , P2(t) > 0  and 
Pz{t)  > 0, Vf €  [0, T], with P\ {T)  =  0, P2{T) =  0 and Ps(0) =  0 solving those 
three differential R iccati equations.
Define r  :=  w — 7 ~2B j P xx, v :=  D X2\u  + R x l {Dj2C x +  B ^ P x)x^ .  Then the
system equations can be rew ritten as
x  =  (A + 'y~2B i B f P 1)x + B 0w0 + B ir  + B 2 u , x(0) =  0,
v — D 1 2  { R i 1(D'[2C 1 + B j P i ) x  + ,
y = C2x  +  D 20w0,
and the perform ance index J j becomes:
Note th a t the first R iccati equation and Corollary 2.2 are used to get the result
x — (A  +  7  2B l B j P l )x  +  B 2u +  L*(C'2.t -  y), f ( 0 )  =  0,
then, a natu ra l choice of the optim al control law u — u* would be u * =  —R x l (D f2C  1 +  
B 2 P \)x . Accordingly, the system can be further simplified into
=  E (t2|M|2 - |M|2)rf* j ~   ̂ t ra ce{B lP i{ t)B 0}dt.
above. Using L* =  —R x l (D'[2Ci +  B j P \ )  to construct a standard  sta te  estim ator:
v
e (A +  7  2B \ B X P\ +  L*C2)e +  (Bq +  L*D 2 q)wq +  B\r,  c(0) =  0, 
D l2R x \D '[ 2C x + B l P { ) e ,
and J 1 becomes(by using the second Riccati equation and Corollary 2.2):
-  7 - 2 P 'r P ,e ||2^ }  -  I *  tra c e {B T p x(t)B Q}dt
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=  E  < f 7 2 ||r  — 7  2B j P 2e \\2d t \  — f  trace{Bv  Pi(t)Bo}dt
o
■T
tra c e{ (B o  +  L*D2o)T P2(t)(Bo +  L*D2o)}dt
+ 7  2 [  [  E { x t (t ) P i (t ) B i B I wo{ t) }drdt  
Jo Jo
=  E  I J 7 2||r  — 7  2 B j  P2e \\2 d t \  — J trace{BQ P i ( t )Bo}d t
■T
trace{(Bo  +  L*Z?2o)TP2(t)(Bo +  L*D2o)}dt
o
Hence we have J i (u * ,w * ,w 0) <  J \ {u * ,w ,w o), where r» =  7  2B [ p 2 e —*• tn* -
Next, it is shown th a t n* does minimize the index J 2 under the worst disturbance 
w*. Let L  be any filter gain. Substitute (or r» ) into the system equations, we 
get:
e =  (/I +  7  2B \ B j P \  +  LC 2  +  7  2B i B j P 2 )e + (Bq + L D 2 o)uJo, e(0) =  0,
:= A i e  +  B l Wq.
Let <E>(f, 0) be the transition m atrix  for A i ,  then e =  $ ( t ,T ) B Lw0(T)dT and
r* +  7  2B'[PiX =  'y 2B f { P xx  +  P2e).
=  E  (  [  f  f  w l  (t, r)<I>(£, s ) B Lw 0(s)dT ds dt
Jo Jo Jo
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=  trace { I  I I  — s ) ^ l ^ T ( :̂ T)d r  ds dt
=  trace J  ^ { t , s ) B i B ^ ^ T (t, s)ds  d t j  = tr a c e { J  Yd t} ,
where Y  — / 0‘ ${t, s )B iB j j ^ T{t, s)ds >  0 satisfies:
A l Y  + Y A l  + B LB l  = Y .
By Theorem  2.1 in Chapter 2  and using the th ird  R iccati equation, J2 achieves the 
minim um  value a t L — L„, which means th a t u* is the  desired optim al control. Thus 
w* and w t achieve:
Jl(u*,W*,VJ0) < Ji(U:,,W,Wo), J2{u*,w*,w0) <  J 2(u,w*, w0).
It is easy to  verify tha t w[ = 'y~2B'[{Pyx' +  P2e!) and  achieve
0 < 0) < Ji(ri*,u;,0),
where x'  satisfies
x' =  A x '  +  B \w  +  B 2u, e' =  x' — x
(Necessity) Suppose Pi(t) > 0, Vf e  [0 ,T] w ith P\{T) — 0 solves
A tx P x +  P ,A X + P ^ B . B j h 2 -  B oR ^ B D P ,  + Q  = - p 1
and the controller u*
£ =  (A + 'y~'i B i B l P i + L .C 2 + B 2F . ) x - L . y ,  x(0) =  0, 
u„ =  F.x, F* := —R i l (D j2C\ + B 2 P\)
with a w't achieves
0 <  .7 , (? /,* ,  w , , 0 )  <  w ,  0 ) .
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H ence for th e noise-free system
x' =  A x '  +  B iw  +  B 2ut , x(0) =  0, 
z  =  C \x ‘ +  D \ 2 Uir, R\ =  D j2D n  >  0 , 
y - C2x',
we have ||-R2 to||oo,[o,r] <  7 - A completing square procedure can be done for J\{u, 
by using the  Riccati equation above:
0 ) =  E{J^  (7 2||w  -  'u) * | | 2 -  \\Dl2{u* ~  u*)\\2)dt},
where u)» =  'y~2B j P \x '  and u * =  — R f l (D j2Ci +  B 2 P i )x ' . Define
r ' w  -  j ~ 2B f  P ix ' , v , := D i2 1(D f2Ci +  B 2 P i )x '} , e' = x ' — i
Then the system  can be converted into another equivalent one:
e! =  (A +  7  2B i B [P \  -f- L*C2)e' +  B \ r ' , e(0) =  0,
V. =  D u  {i?j_1 (D f2 C'i +  B 2 Pi)e'} .
which defines an equivalent operator R v,r> =  R zw. Thus ||R„.r'||oo,[o,r] <  ' 
Lemma 2.3, there is a  P2(t) >  0, Vf € [0, T], w ith P2(T ) =  0 solving:
P2{A +  +  L,C72) +  (A y + 1 - 2B lB j ’P l + L ,C 2)T P2
+-y-2P2B l B r( P 2 +  (D [2 C, +  B ^ P , ) r R ^ ( D ] 2C, +  B \  P ,) =  - P 2,
and the worst disturbance r ' (thus w't ) is:
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Now for the system  w ith  white noise
x  — A x  +  B 0wo +  B \w  + B 2 1 1 , x(0) =  0 ,
Z =  C \ X  +  Di2'U, R X — >  0,
y = C2 X +  D 2 0 WQ, R 0 = D 2 0 D 2 0  > 0,
it is easy to verify th a t w* =  ,y~2B f ( P i x  +  P 2 e) is the worst disturbance signal 
under white noise, th a t is, Ji(u*,io*,u;o) <  J\{u*,w ,wq).  On the other hand, by 
assum ption we have J 2 (u*, w», too) < J 2 (u, to*, wo), which means th a t J 2 achieves
the minim um  value on the support of [0, T] through the  optim al control u* under
io*. By substitu ting  ro* into the system equations, we get:
e =  ( > 1  +  7  2B \ B j P i  +  L*C2 +  7  2B xB f P 2)e +  (Bo +  L»£)2 0 )roo, e(0 ) =  0
:=  A ^ .e  +  B l . wq.
Again, let <&(£, 0 ) be the transition m atrix of A l., then  e =  ^ r (t, r ) B Lmw0 (r)dT
and
J 2 (u*,w*,w0) = t r a c e { j  Y d t}
is the minimum value, where Y  = Jq $ (i, s)B jJm B[^ <I>r  (t, s)ds  >  0 , F (0) =  0  satisfies:
a l. y  +  y a L  +  b l, b '1 =  y .
Thus by Theorem 2.3 in Chapter 2 , there is a Pi(t)  > 0 , W e  [0, T], with A ( 0 ) =  0
solving:
[Ay +  j - 2B xB J \ P x +  P 2 ) ] P% + P,[Ay + 'Y~2B XB'{'(PX +  A )]7’
- A C 7'AT'A A  +  P  =  P,
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and I/, can be chosen as L* =  — (B qD 20 +  P3C2 ) R q[- Substituting L« back into the 
R iccati equation about P2, clearly P2(t) >  0, Vt € [0, T] with P2(T) =  0 solves:
P2(Ay + 'y~2B 1B '[P1 -  P3C%R^l C2) +  (Ay +  -  P3C ^ R ^ l C2)r  P2
+7 - 2P2B 1B j P 2 + (D j2C! + B 2 P i)r R i l ( D j2 C i + B 2 P i ) = - P 2.
□
5 . 3  Hoo G a u s s i a n  C o n t r o l  D e s i g n — I n f i n i t e  
T i m e  H o r i z o n
We shall make the following standard assumptions for infinite time horizon case: 
(A l) (A, B 2) is stabilizable and (C2, A)  is detectable,
(A2) R q :=  D 2qD 2q 5* 0 and  R\ :=  D^2D \2 > 0,
(A3)
(A4)
A  — ju i l  B 2 
C x d V2
A  -  jcul B 0 
C 2 D2q
has full column rank for all to,
has full row rank for all cu.
Note th a t these assumptions guarantee th a t the Riccati equations corresponding 
to  the standard  H 2 control problem have stabilizing solutions.
To simplify notations, we shall use the same abbreviations introduced in the 
last section. The infinite tim e Hoo Gaussian control design is presented in the next 
theorem.
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T h e o re m  5.2 Let the dynamical system G be described by equations (5.1)-(5.3)  
and assume that assumptions (A l ) - (A 4 )  are satisfied.
I f  there are stabilizing solutions Px > 0, P2 >  0 and  P 3  >  0 solving the following 
Riccati equations:
A tx P x +  P XA X + P 1( B 1B f / ' y 2 -  B 2R f l B l ) P x +  Q =  0,
P2(Ay + j ~ 2B 1B f P 1 -  P3C j R ^ C 2) +  (Ay +  T 2B xB \ P x -  P3C l R ^ xC 2)TP2
+ 1 ~2P2B xB Tl P2 +  ( D ^ C X + B j P ^ R f ' i D ^ C ,  + B j P x) = 0,
[Ay +  1~2B XB J  (Pi +  P 2 )]P3  +  P3[Ay +  'y~2B 1B T (P 1 +  P2)]T
—P3C f  R f l C2Pi +  P  =  0,
i.e., A x +  ( P iP f /T 2 -  B 2R x lB Z)Pu  and A y +  7 ~2 P iP f ( P i  +  P2) -  P2C f R ^ C 2 
are both stable. Then, there exist an optimal control law u » and a worst disturbance 
signal w * under white noise such that:
J 3( u * , W * , W q )  <  J 3( U * , W , W 0), J 4(u*,  w* ,  w0) <  J 4 (u ,w t ,w0).
I f  the solutions exist, we have w* — 7 ~2B f  (Pxx + P2e) and the optimal controller is 
given by:
x  =  (A  +  7  2B xBJ P\ +  L ifC2 +  B 2F f)x  — L t y, ."c(O) =  0,
M* =  F*x,
where F* := — P f 1 (D 7V2C\ +  B.[Px) and L* =  — (P 0 D !,Q +  P2C2 ) R f l . Furthermore, 
y/,» and w't =  ry~2B{ (P\x' +  P2e') achieve 0 <  J 3 (?/,„, ■«;*, 0) <  J:i(ut ,w, 0), where
x' =  Ax'  +  B\W  +  B 2u , e' =  x 1 — x.
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Conversely, let Px >  0 be a stabilizing solution to 
Ax Pi + P iA x +  Pi{BxB j h 2 -  B 2R ^ B j ) P i  +  Q =  0, 
and let controller u *:
x  = (A  +  ^ B i B f P i  +  L ,C 2 +  B 2F*)x -  L*y, i(0 )  =  0, 
n* =  F*x, —R f 1(D j2Ci + B j P x)
with a worst disturbance signal w'„ achieve
0 <  J3(u„ w(, 0) <  J3('U«, w, 0), fo r  all w #  w't .
I f  there exists a worst disturbance signal w * under white noise such that 
Jl(Ut,W*,W0) < J i ( u * , w , w q ) ,  J2(ut ,w * ,w 0) <  J 2(u ,w * ,w 0), 
then there are solutions P2 >  0 and P 3  >  0 solving the following Riccati equations: 
P2{A  +  7 - 2B i B { P i  +  L t C 2) +  ( A  +  ^ B i B j P i  +  L t C 2) T P 2 
+ 7  ~2P2B i B Ti P 2 +  { D Tl2Ci  +  B r[ P i ) r R f l ( D [ 2Ci  +  B ?  P J  =  0,
[Ay +  (Pi + P2)}P3 +  P3 [Ay +  r 2B i B l ( P i  + P2)]r
- P 3C 72 R o lC2P3 + P  =  0.
Moreover, if  A  + y~ 2B iB ( '(P i  +  P2) -  (B 0D 2Q + P:iC 7" )R f lC2 is stable, then we can 
choose L» =  —(B0D 2q + P3C 2 )R q 1 and there is a stabilizing solution P2 > 0  solving:
P2(Ay + j - 2B i B J P x -  PAC 72 R f ] C 2) +  (Ay +  ~ r 2B ,B \ 'P { -  P3C [ R f lC2)r P, 
+ 1 ~2P2B i B j P 2 +  (D j2Ci + B l 'P i f R f ^ D j . i C i  + B 7'Px) =  0 .
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P r o o f .  (Sufficiency) Suppose th a t there are Py >  0, P2 >  0 and P3 > 0 solving:
A rx Py +  P XAX +  P ^ B x B j h 2 -  B 2 R x lB l ) P x +  Q =  0,
P2(Ay + ^ B y B j P y  -  P3C ^ R ^ C 2) +  (Ay + 1 ~2 B 1B f P i. -  P3C% R 3 lC2)r  P2
+'y~2 P2 B 1B [ P 2 +  ( D X2Cy +  B ' f P x f R ^ i D ^ C x  +  B^ Py) =  0,
[Ay + 'V-2B 1B I  ( P x  + P2 )}P3 +  P3 [Ay + ^ B y B ^ P y  +  P2)]T
~ P 3C2 R q 1C 2P3 +  P  =  0.
First, it  is claimed th a t A y + y - 2 B y B f P x — P3C2 R 3 lC2 =  A  + ry~2B yB fP y  + L*C2 
is stable, where L* =  — (BqD20 +  P3C2 )R q 1. The reason is as follows: if A  +  
•y~2B y B x Py + L*C2 is no t stable, then a t least one of its eigenvalue A is on the 
closed right-half plane, i.e., Re(A) >  0. Let x  be the eigenvector corresponding to 
A, then
XTP2(Ay +  J ^ B y B f P y  -  P3C2 R q 1C2)x 
+ x r ( A y + 'y - 2B xB rfPy  -  P 3 C I R q 1 C 2 ) t P 2 x
+ 7 - 2Xr P 2B y B j P 2X +  XT( D \ 2Cy +  B ^ P y f R ^ i D ^ C y  +  B% Py)x =  0,
or
2 R c ( \ ) x T P2X +  x r (Dy2Cy +  Bl'Py)r R x l (D j2Cy +  B 2 Py)x 
+ 7  2x i P2B\ B [  P 2x  =  0, 
which gives B [ P2x  =  0  and (D j2Cy +  B 2 Py)x =  0 . Thus
\Ay -+- 7  2B \B {  (Py +  P2) — P3C 2 R q [C2]x = [A + 'Y~1B y B Iy Py +  L*C2]x = \ x ,
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which means that A y+'y~2 B i B j  {P\+P2) —P3C.[ R q xC2 is no t stable, a contradiction. 
Now consider the index J 3 . Let u  be any stabilizing control law. Define
r := w  — 'y~2B jP iX ,  v := D i2 { u + R ± x{Dj2Cx +  B 2 Ri):r} •
Then the system equations can be rew ritten as
x  = (A  +  'y-2 B \ B j  P i)x  +  B 0w0 +  B xr +  B 2u, x(0) — 0,
v  =  D \2 l (D^f2C  1 +  B 2 P \ ) x  +  u j , 
y - C2x  +  D 2 0w 0,
and the performance index J 3 becomes:
J3(u ,w ,w 0) = l i r n ^ E ^  (72|M|2 -  |W|’>*}
= t ^ L E \ b  So “  Hu ll2)d tJ - t r a c e { B % P iB 0}.
Note th a t the first Riccati equation and Corollary 2.2 are used here.
Using L* to construct a standard state estim ator:
x  =  {A +  'y~2B lB { P i ) x  +  B 2u +  L„(C2x  — y), x(0) =  0,
then, a natu ra l choice of the optim al control u =  u* would be
=  - R ^ ( D j 2C y +  B 2 P\)x .
The system can be further simplified into
e =  (/I +  7  2B \B [  P\ +  L*C2)e +  (Bq +  L+D2o)wq +  B \t ,  e(0) =  0 , 
v = D V1R ^  (£>'/2 C, + B ‘ P l)e.
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Note th a t .4 +  7  1B \ B jP \  +  L*C2 is stable. Now J 3  becomes (by using the second 
Riccati equation and Corollary 2.2):
fQ 7 2 | | r - 7  2B j P 2e\\2d t \ - t r a c e { B l P i B 0}
- 2  lim E \ l -  [  eT P2{B0 + L*D2o)w0d t \
T  — * 0 0  JO J
=  Tlirn E  ^  f Q 7 2|k -  j ~ 2B f  P 2e\\2dt^  -  t r a c e { B % P i5 0}m
T —*00
— 2 P
—£race{(i?o +  L ttD 2o)TP2(Bo +  L*Z?2 o)}
Hence we have:
J3(u*,w*,w 0 ) <  J3(u * ,w ,w 0 ),
where r* =  7 ~2B ^ P 2e —»■ w* =  r* +  7 ~2B j P xx  =  7 ~2B j { P xx  +  P 2 e). Next, it is 
shown th a t u* does minimize the index J 4 under the  worst disturbance w+. Let L  be 
any filter gain such tha t bo th  A  +  7 ~2B xB j  Pi +  L C 2 and A  +  'y~2B iB '[P x +  L C 2 +  
'y~2B i B j P 2 are stable. Substitu te w * (or r*) into the system equations, we get:
e =  (^4 +  7  2B \ B j P \  +  LC 2 +  7  2B iB '(P 2)e +  (Bq +  L D 2o)wq, e(0) =  0 ,
:=  A l,& +  B l 'Wq.
Note th a t e =  / ([ cx/p{AiXt — t ) \B  Lw()(T)dT and
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=  trace - f  f Q JQ exp[AL(t -  s)]BLB TLexp[ATL{t -  s)]ds dt j =  tra ce{Y }
where Y  =  / 0°° exp(A[Js )B LB'[exp(A'£s)ds > 0  satisfies:
A t Y  +  Y A l  + B t B TL =  0.
By Theorem 2.2 and using the th ird  Riccati equation, J 4 achieves the minimum 
value a t L  =  Z* where T* =  ~ ( B QD^Q +  P3C%)Rq1, which means th a t u m is the 
desired optimal control. Thus u , and w* achieve:
J3(u* ,w „w 0) < J3(u* ,w ,w 0), J4( u , ,w m,w 0) <  J4(u ,w t ,w 0).
It is trivial to show th a t th a t w' =  7 ~2B j ( P \ x '  + P2e') and ti* achieve
0  <  J 3 (u* ,iy ',0 ) <  J3(u*,w,Q),
where x' satisfies
x' = Ax'  +  B iw  +  B 2u , e' =  x'  — a
(Necessity) Suppose Pi >  0  solves
A lP i  +  PXA X +  Px{B xB j h 2 -  B 2R x x B 2 )P\ + Q =  0
and the  controller u»
x  — (/I +  7  2B xB j P x +  L*C2 +  B 2F .)x  -  L ,y ,  a(0) =  0 ,
u , = Ftx,  P * :=  - R x l (D[2C x + B j  P x)
with a  w[ achieves 0  < ./3 0 ) <  J3(u*,w, 0 ). Hence for the noise-free system
x '  =  A x ' + B xw + B 2u t , a ( 0 ) =  0, ( 5 . 1 7 )
z =  C xx ' + D 12il„ P , =  D['2D l2 > 0, (5 . I 8 )
y  =  c 2 ( 5 . 1 9 )
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we have ||i?zw||oo < 7 . A completing square procedure can be done for J3(u*,w, 0) 
by using the Riccati equation above:
J3(ut ,w ,  0) =  rliin j£ ' | i ^  (72||w -  w*||2 -  \\Di2(u, -  it*)l|2)d i |  , 
where w« =  'y~2B j P ix '  and u„ =  —R i 1(D f2Ci +  B 2P \)x ' . Define 
r ' := w — ~/~2B j P i x ' , v* D u  \u*  +  1(D j2C i -h B f P ^ x ' J  , e ' — x ’ — x. 
Then the system can be converted into another equivalent one:
e' = (A + 7  2B \B ^ P i  +  L*C2)e' +  B \r ' , e(0) =  0,
which defines an equivalent operator Rv.r' =  R zw. Thus ||-Rt,,r'||oo < 7- By Bounded-
Real Lemma, there is a P2 > 0 solving:
P2(A  +  7 - 2B xB j P x +  L t C 2) + (A y +  'Y~2B lB j P 1 + L*C2)TP2 
+ r 2P2BlB ? P 2 + (D j2Ci + B l P . Y R - ^ D ^ C ,  + B 2 P\) =  0 ,
and  the worst disturbance r( (thus w() is:
r '  =  7 ~2B j P 2e', w( -  r» + y ~ 2B j'P ix ' = 'y~2B'[(Pix' +  P2e').
Now for the system with white noise
x  — A x  -j- Bowo A B\W 4 - B 2u, .r(H) =  0,
2  =  C \x  4- D \2u , R\ =  D 22D 12 > 0,
U =  C'2 .7; 4- D 2qWo, R q = D 2qD 2Q >  0,
it is easy to verify th a t =  j ~ 2B (  (Pix  +  P2e) is the worst disturbance signal
under white noise, th a t is, .J3(u*, w , ,w 0) < J 3(ut , iv ,w 0). On the other hand, by
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assum ption we have J 2(u*, w,, w 0) < J 2('u, 1 1 7 , wo), which means th a t J 2 achieves 
the m inim um  value through the optim al control u* under tu*. By substitu ting  w* 
into the system  equations, we get:
e =  (>1 +  7  +  L„C2  +  7  2B \ B [ P 2 )e + ( B3 L* D 2 o)wq, e(0) =  0
>1/,. e +  B l^VJq.
Note th a t e =  / 0{ exp[AL.{t — T)]BL,w 0(T)d,T and J 4(u*,ru*,w0) = tra c e {Y }  is the 
m inim um  value, where Y  = / 0°° exp(A i„s)B i/mB ^e x p (A ^ ^ s )d s  > 0 satisfies:
A L, Y  + Y A l m + B LmB l m = 0.
Thus by Theorem  2.3 in Chapter 2, there is a  P3 > 0 and P3 < Y  solving:
[Ay +  7  ~2B xB j  (P 1 + P2)]P3 + P3[Ay +  7  ~2B xB l  (P1 +  P 2)]t
- P 3C ^ R o 1C2P3 + P  = 0.
Furtherm ore, if A + j ~ 2B i B '[(P j +  P2) — (B 0D 20 +  P3C2 ) R q XC 2  is stable, then L* 
can be chosen as L , =  — (B 0D j0 + PaC2 )R q 1. Substituting L* back into the  Riccati 
equation about P2, clearly P2 solves:
P2{Ay + j ~ 2B \ B f  P i -  P3C ^ l C 2) + {Ay +  7 - 2B 1B f P 1 -  P3C (  R^ 1 C 2)r  P2 
+ 7 - 2P2B ,B jP 2  +  (Z ^ C , +  B ^ P . f R ^ i D ^ C ,  +  B j P , )  =  0.
The proof is complete. □
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions
Control theory as engineering science has experienced trem endous progresses in 20th 
century. T he d istinct features of control are th a t it is bo th  engineering-oriented and 
m athem atics-oriented. However solving engineering problem s in simple and under­
standable m athem atical ways is not always an  easy th ing . There is a trade-off here, 
th a t is, the  trade-off between simplicity and complexity. Hence, the achievements in 
control should stick closely with problems which have solid engineering backgrounds 
while a t sam e tim e the  results should be presented in sim ple and clear m athem atical 
languages. Like Einstein said, “Everything should be m ade as simple as possible, but 
no t sim pler.”
In the last decade, researchers in control have dedicated a  lot of efforts to m ultiob­
jective control in  hoping to design trade-off controllers between different performance 
requirem ents. This dissertation is a continuation of such efforts and contributes 
m ainly to  developing tim e domain game approach for m ultiobjective optim al filter­
ing and control, aim ing at providing design trade-off between robust performances 
and W2 {LQG)  performances. From filtering to  control, th e  results obtained provide 
system atic design approaches with clear interpretations for practical dynam ical sys­
tems. Hence, the theory  developed in this dissertation is closer to engineering rather 
than  an ‘artificial theory’, which strongly entitles the possibility of potential engi­
neering applications of the results obtained.
During the process of developing multiobjective optim al filtering and control 
theory in th is dissertation, significant difficulties were m et when trying to generalize
86
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game approach to  ou tpu t feedback design which m ust be adopted in engineering 
since the system states are usually difficult to obtain. The difficulties are mainly 
caused by the  desired consistency between theoretic framework and the performance 
of dynam ical systems as well as the com putation complexity. M otivated by Kalman 
filter design and  its  application to LQ G  control, a similar filter structu re is naturally 
adopted for filtering and control design in this dissertation. I t is, then, very clear 
th a t the trade-off design between robust and LQG  performance should be the opti­
m ization ta rge t of a  multiobjective design. This formulation finally returns simple, 
graceful and com putable results as presented in this dissertation. It is also noted 
th a t, in practice, a  trade-off between robustness and transient (LQG )  performances 
is of more engineering interests than  artificial theoretic interests. All results in this 
dissertation could be obtained through solving some set of coupled Riccati equations 
and these coupled R iccati equations are solvable by standard num erical integration.
It is w orth pointing out tha t, though discrete tim e systems are not treated  in 
this dissertation, all results of filtering and control can be extended to discrete time 
systems through a corresponding formulation. An example of such a generalization 
can be found in [6].
Yet there are a lot of problems remaining to  be solved which may be of further 
research interests, though significant progresses have been achieved in th is disserta­
tion. Let me end this dissertation by pointing out some of these problems.
1. It is still of theoretic interest to show if the filter structure used for m ultiobjec­
tive optim al filtering and control in Chapter 3, 4 and 5 is a  globally necessary 
optim al choice, which will provide a rigorous answer to the question: why do 
we want to choose this special filter structure?
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2. K alm an filter does have a  recursive algorithm and it is used broadly  in the fields 
of both  control, estim ation and signal processing. Hence it will be of great 
interests to develop the recursive algorithms for the m ultiobjective filtering 
and control results obtained in this dissertation.
3. Sam pled-data control systems are another im portan t class of engineering sys­
tem s. How to generalize the results obtained to  m ultiobjective filtering and 
control for sam pled-data control problems is a challenging and  very interesting 
problem .
The dissertation ends here but, definitely, control research is endless.
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